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FRONT COVER | VOORBLAD 

 
A monkey from “the Transvaal” was by far among the most colourful war mascots of the First World 
War. Jackie of the 1st South African Infantry (SAI) Brigade first saw action in Halazin and then 
Agagia (Egypt), after which he arrived at Marseille in 1916. From here he was sent to the battlefields 
of the Somme. Jackie died prematurely from his wounds: not long after he lost a leg at Kemmel 
during the Spring Offensive. Over the years quite a lot has been published on him, about his 
involvement in military actions, his behaviour, how he got wounded, how and when he died, and 
where he was buried. 
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VOORWOORD| FOREWORD 

 
 

• ABOUT THE AUTHOR: DIRK DANSCHUTTER 
 

 
 
Dirk Danschutter, MMSc, is a 63-year-old retired Assistant Professor in Disaster and Combat Life 
Saving Medicine, Critical Care and ditto Transport (Free University of Brussels, Belgium; and the 
Università del Piemonte del Orientale Novara, Italy). Before his Master degrees (in Nursing Science 
and Disaster Medicine), he was an ICU Chief Nurse, who graduated as Certified Clinical Perfusionist 
(CCP) and, in a parallel life, as Veterinary Technician also. He is not a Historian but claims that 
Disaster Medicine is all about programming future responses from past experiences. History is 
always its building block to start from. History of Nursing and Medicine, the bond between humans 
and animals that proved to be existential in mankind until a compulsive obsession for germs 
separated them the last 4-5 decades, has always fascinated and intrigued him. Whether it is the 
bond between him and his cats and dogs, or observed in patients interacting with pets or therapy 
animals in the hospital, or during his humanitarian rotations abroad. Dirk is also an Army Veteran 
(Nurse Army Corps) and former CO of the Belgian First Aid & Support Team (BFAST) Field Hospital. 
He rotated to Banda Aceh (Great Indian Tsunami), Pakistan Administered Kashmir and Port-au-
Prince, Haiti (two major Earthquakes). He treated casualties from the Gaza War. For about ten years 
he frequently rotated to a Spanish clinic for stray dogs, to assist the Vets. He started researching 
War Mascots, like Jackie the Baboon, Nancy the Springbok, Rin Tin Tin, and some other famous 
animals like Klüger Hans, about 25 years ago. He was the Founding Father of Villa Samson, a 
building where patients (children and adults, inclusive end stage of life) can spend time with their 
favourite animal (pet, assistance or therapy). Villa Samson was erected five years ago and over that 
period has registered many thousands of animal-human interactions, in all kinds of disciplines. 
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KRYGSGESKIEDENIS | SA MILITARY HISTORY 
 

 

 

JACKIE THE BABOON: WESTERN FRONT CELEBRITY OF THE FIRST 
WORLD WAR 
Dirk Danschutter (Belgium) 
 

• Summary 
 

A monkey from “the Transvaal” was by far among the most colourful war mascots of the First World 
War. Jackie of the 1st South African Infantry (SAI) Brigade first saw action in Halazin and then 
Agagia (Egypt), after which he arrived at Marseille in 1916. From here he was sent to the battlefields 
of the Somme. Jackie died prematurely from his wounds: not long after he lost a leg at Kemmel 
during the Spring Offensive. Over the years quite a lot has been published on him, about his 
involvement in military actions, his behaviour, how he got wounded, how and when he died, and 
where he was buried. Herewith always emphasising the animal’s iconic status and the tributes paid 
to him by troops and military leaders. Besides introducing new facts this paper will also consider the 
legitimacy of all those claims. Jackie was undeniably loved, protected and honoured by his owner, 
but to military leaders he was considered as an instrument for fundraising. Jackie contributed up to 
2.000 £ a day for the British (Farmers’) Red Cross Fund.  

Regrettably, it is not the aim of this paper to repeat all that has been published about Jackie, 
although leading references will be mentioned.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Home Front – The MOTH Magazine, July 1950. Received from Brian Porter (MOTH 
Secretary) 
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• Controversies to be dealt with 
 

Dr. Robert Noel Woodsend who amputated Jackie’s leg during the Battle of the Lys, was a 33-year-
old (Temporary) Captain in the Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC). 1 How can it be that every author 
(without any known exception) captioned him as the middle-aged Lieutenant Colonel, DSO, sitting 
in the grass next to a pet dog and a bandaged, undressed Jackie (Figure 2)? Robert Noel’s surviving 
daughter Anne (102 by now) and his grandson Hugh willingly contributed to this paper, which led to 
the obvious “Who is the man on the picture with Jackie, if he is not Robert Woodsend”?  

 

 
Figure 2. Lieutenant - Colonel WJS Harvey, DSO, with Jackie and pet dog, probably May 1918. 
Received from Margaret Atsango (Witwatersrand University) 

 

Researching Jackie for years, resulted in abundant new evidence, and alas also in more questions 
than answers. For example, the resurrection of Lieutenant Colonel William John Saundry Harvey 
from Penzance, his lobby work to make a fundraiser of Jackie, Jackie’s gender, moving images of 
Jackie available at the Imperial War Museum (IWM), the veterinarian who brought Jackie to 
Woodsend, how “the real” Captain Woodsend looked like, the doctor’s own accounts on Jackie in a 
(lost) medical journal called “the Practitioner”, the consequences for his military career, and Jackie’s 
place and cause of death. On the other hand, more than 400 war diaries on Divisional items’ level, 
have been screened (still ongoing), but Woodsend’s name does not emerge. The only result so far 
is an extensive list of Field Ambulances, CCS, Infantry, Field & Signals, Service and Artillery 
Regiments that did not yield Woodsend’s name.  

Jackie died prematurely, at the age of 7 or 8, this while chacma baboons have an average lifespan 
between 30 and 40 years.2 He lost his leg in Passchendaele in 1917, apparently a second time in 
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Cambrai (November 1917), and finally a third time at La Clytte in April 1918. His death in 1920 
resulted from a low passing airplane over the house in Villieria. Jackie also died at Pretoria Zoo in 
1927, where his cage was pulled down with a commemorative statue missing since then. He died 
from a heart attack, caused by an intense thunderclap (or several thunderclaps) in the highveld in 
1921, and he died after the farm had burnt down in 1927. The same farm burned down in May 1921, 
leading to his death also.  

So, it appears that over the many years, the tales on Jackie took many forms, probably as numerous 
as the number of authors who published his life story. Jackie is an animal icon from a time now long-
gone. But he still has the power to evoke historical empathy among readers of all ages, therefore 
he will probably never vanish completely. Here lies the importance, with the help of many, of telling 
his story as accurately as possible, including the remaining questions.   

Because Woodsend has not yet emerged from any war diary read yet (screening is still ongoing), 
or any official document, the premise of this paper’s research is entirely based on Woodsend’s 
personal notes of 1959. However, if the man was mistaken about where he was those days or about 
the ambulance that took Jackie to the CCS, then this paper started from the wrong fundaments and 
then also the explanation why the man does not emerge from the war diaries is given.  

Anyway, absence of fact is not the fact of absence, the quest goes on.   

 

• A Great Family Pet becomes a beloved Regimental Mascot 

 

By the end of 1913, Albert found an errant infant baboon in the “Transvaal”. 3 Its parents had probably 
descended from the Magaliesberg to raid crops where Albert was farming, allegedly near Premier 
Mine. 4 Those days bounty hunters were paid by the government to kill – among many other species 
like leopards, caracals and lynxes – foraging chacma baboons.5 6 It is plausible that for this reason 
the infant was abandoned.7 8 The exact context in which the two made up a pair has never been 
elucidated, especially since in the wild both male and female baboons adopt orphans quite naturally. 

9 Nevertheless, Albert assumed the role of caregiver and named the few-months-old monkey 
“Jackie”.  

Jackie was most likely a little grey-foot chacma baboon of the Magaliesberg, rather than to belong 
to the substantially larger subspecies of the Cape Town baboons.10 The poor grey tone of the one 
century-old pictures impedes an accurate determination of the subtype, although on the pictures 
taken at the Western Front or at the Marble Arch Studios in London, Jackie appeared to have 
outspoken “grey feet and hands”.11  
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Figure 3. Jackie and Albert at the Marble Arch Studios, Oxford Street, London. Received from 
Patricia Moloney (Richmond upon Thames Local Studies Library and Archive)   

 

The significance of being a grey-foot chacma or mixed-breed, is that grey-foots are smaller than 
Cape Town baboons, which might be one explanation why Albert could pose with Jackie 
effortlessly.12 Albert introduced Jackie to his parents and ten siblings, of whom he was the fifth in 
line (two were minors), and the little monkey became a “great pet of the family”. 13  

In official documents, like his parents’ death certificates, the family’s house was named the 
“Cheshire Farm”. It was situated at “plot No 33”, comprising the “Erven” # 850 and # 830 (north of # 
850). Plot No 33 was located at the corner of the 2nd Street and 3rd Avenue intersection; in Villieria, 
a triangular shaped residential suburb between the Magaliesberg and Pierneeff Ridge on the 
highveld northeast of Pretoria.14  
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Figure 4. JH de Bussy (Dutch) Map of Villieria, dated end 1890s (pre-Anglo-Boer War). Received 
from Professor Elrie Liebenberg 

 

It is doubtful whether Albert (or his parents) actually “farmed” in this urbanized part of Villieria, 
contrarily to the claim of the late Captain Peter KA Digby, a military researcher, in a first narrative of 
1979.  
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Figure 5. Digby’s first publication on Jackie the Baboon, in The Star (1979) unillustrated, in the 
Lantern illustrated (1990). Received from Margaret Atsango. 

 

The obvious would then be, if this location was a farm, that Jackie also died here; and that he was 
buried in one of these two lots. But in 1950, Wilfred Hyde Clarke Brink, a MOTH editor of Better ‘Ole, 
Zoo Lake, Johannesburg, who had already interviewed a convalescing Albert in Alexandria in March 
1916, wrote that Albert before and after the war, was farming near Premier Mine. In favour of Brink’s 
version, is that the acreage of plot No 33 is 32 acres.  

Since 1869, the definitions of a “farm” and a “small-holding” (terminology invariably used to describe 
Albert’s farm) are well established and standardized in South Africa.15 With a total acreage of 3,200 
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square meters in urbanized Villieria, the “Cheshire Farm” was per definition a house. If Albert told 
Brink that he was “farming near Premier Mine”, while early newspaper clippings, and renowned 
authors like Ian Uys, Vincent Carruthers, Peter Dickens and Professor Pijper, refer to a farm or 
small-holding, then a location other than “Cheshire” in Villieria must be considered as plausible.     

 

Figure 6. James Marr’s Form of Information on a Death. Received from Sharon Warr, SA Genealogy 
Records 
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After his father had died from rectal cancer complications in January 1915,16 17Albert enlisted in the 
3rd South African Infantry (3rd SAI) Regiment, at the age of 26. His term was that he would not be 
separated from his pet monkey and remarkably, the CO of the 3rd Transvaal (and Rhodesian) 
Regiment Lieutenant Colonel Edward Francis Thackeray agreed and decided that Jackie would join 
as the Regimental Mascot. 18 After the two finalized their military training in Potchefstroom, Jackie 
too became officially enlisted on 25 August 1915.19  

 
Figure 7. Lieutenant Colonel Edward Francis Thackeray greeting Albert and Jackie. Received from 
Patricia Moloney. 

 

Digby shared some official documents (Certificate of Discharge and a Civil Employment Form for 
Discharged Soldiers) of Albert and Jackie, and a picture of Jackie’s disk (from his private collection), 
showing that Jackie and Marr shared the same identity No 4927 (Figure 7).20 Most likely a 
transcription error, but in a note dated 22 June 1918, Major S Marlow, Staff Captain of the SA 
Brigade, referred to Albert’s ID No as 4928.  

Jackie’s identity disk (ID) displayed an intriguing “H” in the centre (with 3 dots, top, left and right). 
Digby believed that this “H” represented a religious conviction, regarding Jackie it meant “Heathen!” 
(Exclamation mark included).21 Whilst they explained the denotation of an “H” in the centre of an ID, 
every consulted military expert, librarian or museum curator questioned the relevance of referencing 
to “Hebrew”, “Hindu”, or “Hamadryas” baboon in the case of a monkey.22 The SAI Regiments had 
no H-Company but former Brigade General Hendrik Heymans guesses that a referral to a Platoon 
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might make some sense.23 Regarding Jackie, “H” obviously meant something important and it has 
been a debate for years, alas no one has a suggestion based on facts.24 Although Digby wrote that 
Jackie wore the ID throughout the war (unreferenced and not once visible on photographs of the 
naked baboon), maybe the ID was not made before, but after Jackie’s active service, as a token of 
gratitude for a wounded animal Soldier. The curator of insignia and memorial plaques of the 
Saxonwold museum believes that the “H” then could have meant “Hero”.25  

 
Figure 8. From Digby’s private collection (as captioned in the Lantern, 1990) 
 
 

• Jackie the (Concealed) Female Soldier 
 

(Temporary) Lieutenant Colonel William John Saundry Harvey (1874-1950) 26 of the RAMC, 
Distinguished Service Order (DSO), CO of Casualty Clearing Station No 36 (36th CCS), aged 44 
years on the date, highlighted Jackie's gender in a letter addressed to the BRCS (British Red Cross 
Society) commissioner seated at Boulogne.27 Harvey examined the wounded baboon, supervised 
the staff caring for it, there is factual proof that he discussed matters with Albert (about ownership),28 
but most of all he is photographed sitting next to a fully undressed Jackie (Figure 2).29 Therefore, 
the odds that this surgeon was mistaken about Jackie’s gender are to be considered minimal, even 
non-existent.  

On 27 June 1918, this senior surgeon wrote an astonishing sentence, that would certainly have 
ridiculed him for the rest of his career in case he was wrong, namely - that "the monkey is a FEMALE 
of the baboon type".30   
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Figure 9. Notes from Harvey, June 1918, specifying Jackie's gender, age, wounds and where (s)he 
was wounded in action. Note the ID Number of Marr, as mentioned by Staff Captain Marlow. 
Received from Richard Henry (Ditsong Saxonwold NMMH).  
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Jan-Bart Gewald is the other exception mentioning that Jackie was a female baboon,31 although it 
is unclear where he obtained the information from, since he referred to a narrative that did not claim 
that Jackie was female.32 Gewald added that Jackie was wounded in 1917, at Passchendaele, which 
is a misinterpretation of Woodsend’s narrative “when the Germans had passed beyond 
Passchendaele” (the British abandoned Passchendaele 16 April 1918, at earliest).33 Besides, 27 
June 1918, Harvey capitalized that Jackie was wounded “at KEMMEL in April last” (Figure 9).34  

March 1916, Brink too photographed an undressed Jackie, when he went to Alexandria to visit Marr 
convalescing from the gunshot wound in his right shoulder. Unfortunately, the original picture of 
Albert and Jackie playing, was torn out of the magazine. Not only is the copy of too poor quality to 
determine Jackie’s gender, it seems that the genitalia were blurred with some black colour. At least 
one more person must have been sure about Jackie’s gender.  

 

 
Figure 10. WHC Brink’s interview with Albert Marr in Egypt (1916). Received from Brian Porter 
(MOTH). 
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Another source unintentionally suggesting that Jackie was too lightweight for an average male 
baboon, is a correspondence in the Loughborough Echo. 35  It mentioned that Jackie weighed 3 
St(one) and measured 2 ½ Ft”, which would be the equivalent of 19 kg and 76 cm. Females are 
considerably smaller than males (about half the size and up to a third of the weight), hence those 
measures would be within the normal range of a female chacma baboon.36  

 
Figure 11. Loughborough Echo snippet. Obtained from The Great War Forum.  

 

“Baboon Woman” Karin Saks 37  explained that in most of the existing pictures Jackie’s nose seems 
narrow suggesting that the monkey was female. Karin also believes that this explains why Jackie 
was “trainable” and reported to well-behave at all times.38 A male baboon would have been far more 
challenging towards his male human companion, once it reached the age of 2-3 years. 39  

Interestingly, Lieutenant Ernest Brooks photographed a large (naked) male chacma baboon at the 
Italian Front in 1915, holding a pipe and wearing a regimental cap of the SA Royal Engineers 
Corps.40 Compared to little Jackie, it was a “huge” animal, with a face larger than, and a torso 
equivalent to that of the Soldiers standing around him. 
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Figure 12. SA Field Coy RE and their large chacma male baboon at the Italian Front, probably 
November 1917. Photographed by Lieutenant Ernest Brooks © IWM Q 26623 

 

Three decades earlier, Jack “the Signalman” (? – 1890 of tuberculosis) of the Uitenhage railway 
station perhaps became the most legendary male chacma baboon ever. 41  He flawlessly managed 
the trains’ traffic controls and the coal storage depot on the Port Elizabeth railway, although it was 
reported that he was permanently dazed by the daily consumption of large quantities of rum and 
beer, a prerogative to maintain his compliance during duty.42 This animal too appeared very robust 
compared to Jackie, and would certainly not fit effortlessly on a man’s forearm. 
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Figure 13. James Wide and his pet assistant Jack the baboon. © Unknown / Wikimedia Commons. 

 

The IWM “Animals at War” section, and the equally illustrious Mary Evans Picture Library, both 
pictured a naked, restrained baboon (obviously a male), apparently the same animal, and belonging 
to the South African Heavy Artillery. The animal is captioned as “their baboon mascot Jacko, while 
in training in Britain”, IWM © 54354.43 In the Mary Evans Picture Library the same animal’s name is 
“Billy”.44 
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Figure 14. “Jacko” the SA Heavy Artillery Mascot © IWM Q 54354. Or was it “Billy”, the Mascot of 
the SA Heavy Artillery? (© Mary Evans Picture Library)   

 

A difficulty for present-day authors (and readers) is to relate with the 1914-mindset regarding 
Regimental pets and Service animals those days. In 1950 Major TJ Edwards gave an account on 
the motivation and adoption of pets in the British Army, withheld by HH Curson in a Journal of the 
SA Veterinary Medical Association of 1956. The 1950s would still be only halfway the time travel 
towards 1914, but there seem to be enough factual arguments to express that mindsets already 
differed quite a lot from a today’s perspective (e.g., euthanasia publicity in magazines). 

Fifty years ago, baboons were simply considered to be lively, intelligent, and very popular pets. It 
was recognised though that they were liable to be teased quite easily “by those of less intelligence”, 
to such an extent that they could become aggressive (e.g., biting incidents) and then they had to be 
“destructed because the animal had become ferocious." Curson concluded that when properly 
treated, baboons made excellent pets. Very interestingly, he focussed on two baboons of the SA 
Light Horse Regiment (1899-1907), who - in other words – would have appeared to a young Winston 
Churchill.45 The SALH was the Regiment where Winston Churchill resumed Lieutenancy in 1900, 
after his spectacular escape from a Boer PoW Camp in Pretoria. Although the baboons, named 
"Jacko" and "Krige", sowed their part of “terror” in the camp, they were well-tolerated and apparently 
adored by the Light Horsemen.   
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Figure 15. Captain Steele of the SALH Regiment with the two Regimental baboons, “Jacko” is 
drinking from a bottle while “Krige” is looking aside. Picture taken somewhere in the Highveld, 
1901. © JSAVMA, 27 (1), 1956 

 

In its edition of Saturday 17 August 1901, The Sphere,46 which was an illustrated newspaper for “the 
Home” (1900-1963), an anonymous pet baboon “on his usual seat during the trek of the 16th 
Leicestershire Yeomanry Brigade” (in fact a Regiment) was depicted. 47  It was a drawing made by 
British illustrator Walter Paget, 48 covering the p. 11 section entirely. It is suggestive that the monkey 
was a male.   
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Figure 16. An anonymous pet baboon of the 16th Leicestershire Yeomanry, Highveld 1901. © The 
Sphere, August 1901 

 

For writing his paragraph on Jackie the Baboon, Curson relied entirely on (in fact he copied) WHC 
Brink’s editorial from the MOTH Home Front Magazine (Figure 1). Clearly, “Jackie” appeared to be 
a popular name for male baboons. “Jackie Witkin” (being his full name) of the Oudtshoorn Depot 
turned out to be a serious liability, escaping and raiding the depot at several occasions. At a certain 
point it was decided by civil authority that he had to be euthanised, and the military decided to 
comply with the request. With or without assistance, Jackie broke his chain, escaped and made it 
to the pantry, where he was shot. His story has its importance, as he is sometimes confounded 
(even by some helpful museum curators interviewed for this paper) with “the other Jackie”. Afterall 
and technically spoken, Jackie of Albert Marr could have lived until the 1950s.   
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Figure 17. “Jackie Witkin” of Oudtshoorn Depot, 1940 © JSAVMA, 27 (1), 1956 

 

About the girls: the first mascot (they had several) of the Rand Light Infantry (1905) was named 
Susie. She was a female monkey and was presented to the Regiment when it left Johannesburg in 
1914, for the German southwest Africa campaign.49 She alledgedly wore a miniature Union Jack 
and loved to sit on the shoulder of one particular NCO. She proved to be an excellent sentry during 
the campaign, the first to notice enemy war planes. Then she became very restless, climbing up her 
pole and sliding down, over and over again. For an unknown reason she hated all the Officers. 
Curson wrote that nobody knew what had become of her, but there seems to be some similarity with 
Jackie the Baboon’s story when it comes to his alertness and fear for airplanes. Admittedly, Susie’s 
story complexes why Jackie’s gender would have been concealed purposedly, unless an official 
assignment as Pte in the British army would have been decisive.   

September 1900 in South Africa, Canadian surgeon John McCrae mentioned two female monkeys, 
named Kitty and Jenny. Kitty was, among several dogs, a pet or mascot of his Brigade (the Royal 
Canadian Artillery), Jenny was a pet or mascot of the Royal Scots. It is interesting that McCrae 
observed (and documented) that Jenny suffered from combat related fear, she always carried a 
sack to hide in when necessary. A behaviour similar to what Sergeant G Gillson would describe in 
October 1918, a recollection from when he watched Jackie when shells started to explode on an 
Egyptian beach. Jackie took cover under a blanket. Gillson regretted that he had no camera on him 
(see further).     
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Figure 18. Clipping from McCrae’s diaries. © In Flanders Fields and other Poems, John McCrae  

 

At least two other medical doctors treated Jackie. Captain Woodsend of the RAMC, who managed 
Jackie’s wounds in a medical facility close to the frontline, presumably did not see Jackie undressed. 
50 Professor Cornelius Pijper 51 who treated Jackie’s infected stump in May 1921 supposedly 
examined (a now sexually mature) Jackie undressed.52 Both doctors referred to Jackie as male, 
albeit without explicitly mentioning the monkey’s gender as Harvey did, but instead by using “he” 
and little or poor “fellow”, similar to the surviving war, newspaper and magazine correspondences 
in which also Jackie is always referred to as male. The only thinkable reason why Jackie’s gender 
would have been concealed purposedly, is that women – officially - in most of the armies, including 
the British and Dominions, were denied full combat roles.53  

Despite Jackie’s gender was determined by three different medical doctors, whether the baboon 
was female indeed, or a (small), perhaps hermaphroditic “male”, 54 will remain fuel for speculation 
until Jackie’s remains can be found and determined, which is unlikely given the different locations 
where she (or he) might have lived and died.  
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Figure 19. Captain Flora Sandes, the only British woman officially to serve as a Soldier in World 
War One. © Public Domain 

 

• Obituary confusion  
 

Jackie died of wound infection. The most reliable account on Jackie's death cause was published in 
a medical journal in 1959, by the doctor who amputated Jackie's leg somewhere behind 
Reninghelst.55 “I never heard more, but have often wondered what became of him. Did he live to a 
great age, was he pensioned off, or did he remain to the end the mascot of the South African 
Brigade?” is how Woodsend began the narrative.  
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Figure 20. Woodsend’s second narrative, “the Epilogue”. © Public Domain 

 

Woodsend referred to the medical visits (by Albert and Jackie) and the clinical examination by a 
reputed professor from the Netherlands, holding a PhD in Skin Disorders and Urology.56 Before he 
moved his practice to Johannesburg in 1926, Cornelius Pijper held his office in Lydenburg, which is 
about 300 km east from Villieria. 57  From Premier Mine the distance would be 30 km less, and the 
whole trajectory could have been covered by train. It confirmed that Jackie was a beloved, well-
cared pet for and that travel issues or medical bills were of no issue to Albert. Woodsend was, via 
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Pijper, among the earliest sources (1959), mentioning that Jackie was caught “at a” farm, “grew up 
as great pet of the family”, and was buried at “his owner’s” farm.  

 
Figure 21. Robert Noel Woodsend with his (surviving) daughter Anne, his wife Griselda and his pet 
dog Kirstie. The picture is taken during WW2, at “Corner House” – Catterick. Received from Hugh 
Gervase Woodsend. 

 

Harry Cuthill, a MOTH member of the Gorgeous Wrecks Shellhole (South Africa - Pretoria), left no 
doubt in July 1950: Albert “after his return from France” had been his neighbour in Villieria for years. 
Jackie died “here in 1920” because an airplane flew over “the house” at low altitude, just like the 
warplanes did over France. This had always scared the little monkey, but this time in such a way 
that it hid in its kennel, refused soothing, comforting and to eat, and after a few days it died. The 
professor’s and Cuthill’s narratives, and the death certificates of Marr’s parents (1915 and 1927),58 
59 60 amalgamated, indicate that Jackie died of septic shock resulting from a chronically infected 
stump, whether or not hastened by severe stress in a feverish animal not feeling well, and this at 
Villieria, “Erf # 850”. Regarding the year of Jackie’s death (“1920” vs 23 May 1921), the neighbour’s 
recollection after thirty years was quasi accurate.  
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Figure 22. Cheshire # 850, at the corner of 33rd Avenue and Terblanche Street. # 830 was right 
above it and had similar acreage. Author’s collection.  

 

Wilfred Brink however, the correspondent who wrote in 1950 that Albert, before and after the war, 
was farming near Premier Mine, where he also had found Jackie, has to be considered as a reliable 
source too. The man could not afford to write nonsense in a magazine that was read by Albert, and 
to which Albert had sent a postcard of himself posing with Jackie, to be used as illustration. It is 
acceptable that Albert shared side information that was withheld from Brink’s first article, which 
coincides with Professor Pijper’s account. The latter also wrote that Jackie “was caught at a farm 
near Pretoria”, trivia that he probably obtained from Albert while examining and treating Jackie. Brink 
and Pijper did not know of each other’s existence. Such narratives push Jackie away from Villieria.  
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Figure 23. Jacko of the 6th Sherwood Foresters, who died at Kemmel 1916. © Richard van Emden    

 

Brink added that after the war Jackie was handed over to Pretoria Zoo to die there peacefully in 
1927, “puzzling” information that he had obtained when he interviewed Colonel Thackeray, CO of 
the 3rd SAI.61 Adding to the obituary confusion is that Brink aliased Jackie two times as “Jacko”, 
while at Kemmel the Signals Officer of the 6th Sherwood Foresters also had a monkey named 
“Jacko”, that died of frostbite in January 1916.62  

Because of the Pretoria Zoo account, Brink and Albert probably never met again after Alexandria, 
Egypt, although it is a mere 60 km from the Zoo Lake area to Pretoria. Finally, L Heymann, a MOTH 
member of Coalbox & Mark II Shellhole, Pretoria, replied the editor that Albert was a SAR & H 
tinsmith, “now pensioned and residing with him for quite some years”, and that he was always 
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accompanied by a Fox Terrier and a Siamese cat, they followed him whenever he walked them. 
“Walking them” would suggest that both men – in 1950 - were living in anything but a farm in the 
valley of the Magaliesberg, where a dog and a cat would go out and in freely. From Heymann’s reply 
it is apparent that Albert was retired since his mid-50s, no farming was mentioned and that he was 
a member of the MOTH. Albert died at the age of 84 in 1973, his status mentioned that he was 
unmarried. About 10 official documents related to him are missing, or misfiled. The whole batch of 
1973 was searched manually by Sharon Warr, in vain. SA Genealogy Records consider his records 
lost.63 Regrettably, none of the today’s MOTH-officials (including the Old Bills) of the three above 
mentioned Shellholes, were willing to cooperate for this paper. Hence no archival material – if it still 
exists - could be retrieved on Harry Cuthill, L Heymann, Wilfred Brink, and eventually Albert Marr.   

Digby was convinced that Jackie had to recover from ‘shell shock’, which would coincide with 
Heymann’s recollection on low passing airplanes and Jackie’s panic attacks, but Sergeant G Gillson, 
a combat Veteran of Jackie’s 3rd Regiment, posted quite the opposite in October 1918.64 Digby 
claimed that Jackie died the day after a fire had destroyed the Marr's farm and that Jackie was 
subsequently buried at the property in an unmarked grave, without referencing from where he had 
this information.65 Other authors wrote that Jackie’s death was the result of a fragile post-war state 
combined with an intense thunder clap that went off “close-by the farm”, killing Jackie from a heart 
attack.  

Despite the uniqueness of all this information, regarding Jackie’s grave it generates more questions 
than answers. Was Jackie on 23 May 1921, as Professor Pijper mentioned, “by special permission 
of the Municipality”, buried on farm ground at Premier Mine, or was he buried in the garden of a 
house at the corner of Terblanche Street and 33rd Avenue? Or shall the day come that Brink proved 
right and that a monkey memorial will be excavated from Pretoria Zoo’s belly?  

 

• The Western Front and Delville Wood 

 

There is no argument to question whether Jackie (and the many thousands of other war animals) 
shared most of the horrific conditions at the Western Front.66 Digby thought that Jackie (and Albert) 
took part in the dreadful battle of Delville Wood in July 1916.67 However, Albert is not registered on 
the rollcall.68 Ian Uys withheld Digby’s account in his own book on Delville Wood, albeit leaving in 
the middle whether Jackie and Marr effectively participated in this ordeal.69 Because Jackie was not 
mentioned among the few unscathed, Vincent Carruthers estimates it unlikely that Jackie (and Marr) 
were involved.70  
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Figure 24. Pet dogs of the SA Heavy Artillery, Gunners (left) and the Officers (right) © IWM 128 Film 

 

But neither was Nancy the Springbok, although she undeniably appears “collaterally” on the rollcall 
as Alfred Petersen was one of the survivors of the carnage.71 Therefore on 17 February 1918, Nancy 
proudly led what was left of the four SAI regiments in the first Delville Wood Remembrance Parade.72  
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Figure 25. Nancy leading the Delville Wood Remembrance Parade, 17 February 1918. © IWM 169 
Film. 

 

Gillson, wounded in action at Delville Wood, wrote two detailed illustrated accounts on Jackie in the 
Springbok Blue, but he never mentioned that Albert and Jackie participated in the ordeal.73 If Albert 
and Jackie would have been involved in this iconic battle, Marr should have been mentioned on the 
rollcall and Jackie who by then had gained fame in Egypt, would certainly have featured prominently 
in this parade too. The IWM film lasts 5’26”, showing most of the troops passing by the cameraman, 
many of them also filmed in “close up” (totals and semi totals). The disbanded 3rd SAI had the 
honour to fire the three volleys, Albert and Jackie are nowhere featuring.  

What remained of the SAI regiments continued to be parented by the 9th (Scottish) Division and 
participated in the Battles of Arras, Ypres, Menin Ridge (Road), Passchendaele, Cambrai, Messines 
and the horrific battles of Gauche Wood and Marrières Wood.74 Digby shared Albert’s (and Jackie’s) 
discharge paper that mentioned “Very Good Conduct”, so Albert and Jackie were certainly involved 
in most of these dreadful actions.75  

 

• The Veterinarian carrying the Monkey to the Doctor 

 

Earlier on in Egypt, more precisely during the Battle of Agagia on 26 February 1916, Albert was shot 
in the right shoulder.33 Sergeant Gillson of the 3rd SAI (Albert’s Regiment), and apparently a 
constant during Jackie’s wartime, evoked how the oozing wound had upset the little monkey very 
much. Jackie remained beside Albert, licking the blood from the wound and desperately doing what 
he could to comfort his human friend.76 In the Kemmel sector, Mid-April 1918, Albert referred to this 
episode in Egypt when he pleaded a veterinarian to treat his badly wounded baboon. It was during 
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the first assault of the IVth Army to capture Mount Kemmel (17 – 19 April) that things went very 
wrong for Jackie. “My most interesting and important patient was not a human but a baboon”, is how 
Woodsend (1885-1965) began his first account in (a seemingly missing volume of) The Practitioner 
(Vol 182, 1959).  

 

Figure 26. Jack the Baboon, Woodsend’s first narrative on Jackie, written in June 1959. Received 
from Robert Honeybourne, author’s collection 

 

He described his morning activity “behind Rinningholst in a small camp of wooden huts alongside 
the main road” as follows:  
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Figure 27. Woodsend’s introduction. Author’s collection 

 

Earlier on Albert must have acted the same desperate way in front of the Veterinary Officer (VO), 
who then must have had a particular reason not to treat the animal himself. Digby wrote 
(unreferenced) that Jackie, when the stretcher-bearers ran up to him, started fighting them off as 
they wanted or insisted to put him on a stretcher. 77 It is the only record ever of Jackie displaying 
aggressive behaviour towards fellow Soldiers (if the report is factual).  

Unreferenced also, the shock wave caused by the shell that severed Jackie’s leg, threw Albert in 
the air, yet the man remained unscathed. Nevertheless, Albert’s disarray must have been 
indescribable, barely having escaped a horrendous death, immediately confronted with the pain and 
panic of his cherished little companion. The shredded leg and the jagged wound in the arm were 
bleeding profusely, this time he might lose Jackie for good. Albert picked up the little monkey, 
hurriedly but cautious of the pain that he might inflict, and carried Jackie in the direction he was told 
to. Enemy shells kept bursting everywhere around, the scene with fleeing troops must have been 
discouraging. The stretcher-bearers, despite that their physical assistance was (allegedly) fought off 
by the monkey, then must at least have accompanied Albert – keeping an ”empathic” distance from 
Jackie, not to upset the little monkey again or further - as fast as possible to the Regimental Aid 
Post (RAP).   

Such RAP was close to the combat area, more or less protected from enemy fire. Its location could 
as well have been a reserve line in a trench system, and several of the Field Ambulances’ war 
diaries mention that they dispatched one of their doctors (with a small party of helpers) to inspect or 
organise these forward Regimental posts. At the RAP, the Regimental Medical Officer (RMO), also 
a RAMC doctor, assisted by NCOs and orderlies, took over the casualty and decided (triage based) 
what had to happen next, i.e., treatment, registration, vaccination and transportation. 

Giving this stretcher-bearer “incident” some consideration, the interesting part is that Jackie before 
he arrived at Woodsend’s “whatever, where-ever” post, first had been presented to a Vet. Woodsend 
told so. The issue is whether the stretcher-bearers would have decided autonomously to bring Jackie 
to the Vet. Principally, or in theory, their single operational vector was from the battlefield to the 
RAP, to and fro, and hence their task would have been to bring the little monkey to one of the RAPs 
as fast as possible. In Jackie’s case there is at least some doubt whether the stretcher-bearers 
guided Albert straight away to the Vet. If not and they effectively led Albert to the RAP, then the 
story would have some illogical or rhetoric twists, like bringing or guiding Jackie to A (the RAP); and 
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B (the Vet) bringing the monkey to C (Woodsend). But then A and C must have been different in 
terms of RAMC-assets, like A being a RAP and C a Dressing Station or even a Field Ambulance. 
By omitting the Vet, Digby must have realised that he simplified Jackie’s story substantially. 
Contrarily, by mentioning the stretcher-bearers, he added complexity related to the extent in which 
they would have been assisting. Because it is difficult to imagine that Albert might have found a Vet 
by himself in the situation that he was. Anyway, Digby created an uncomplicated Hollywoodian 
scene with “Lieutenant Colonel” Woodsend (in reality a Temporary Captain those days), seemingly 
active in a Dressing Station of some Field Ambulance. In his version Woodsend was (A), the first 
one to deal with Jackie’s wounds.  

Adding a Vet might reduce the number of eligible Regiments whereto Woodsend and the Vet could 
have been appointed, and whereto – wherefrom Albert came. Yet the number of Brigades is too 
large to pinpoint them at a particular place without Woodsend’s name emerging from a war diary.   

 

 

Figure 28. Digby’s account on Jackie in the Lantern (1990). Received from Margaret Atsango. 

 

 

The proof that Digby based his story on Woodsend’s first account (the one missing and referring to 
the Vet), is evident from the word “Rinningholst”. Digby reproduced “Rinningholst” in his first 
accounts (The Star, 1979 and Lantern, 1990), without quotation marks, hence simply copying 
Woodsend. It proves that he read or had Woodsend’s paper. By the time that his book (Pyramids & 
Poppies, 1993) was published, he had realised that Rinningholst did not exist (not in the Westhoek 
anyway) and he had it adjusted into Reninghelst.     

The war diaries, especially those of the SAI, would be the instrument par excellence to pinpoint 
Albert and Jackie’s whereabouts Mid-April 1918. The picture below reveals why this is not really an 
option.  
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Figure 29. Copy from the SAI Brigade’s war diary © UK Archives WO_95_1779_2 

 

Before the Spring Offensive Albert and Jackie were with the 3rd SAI, but due to some gruesome 
and unassisted battles, the Brigade was – in fact – destroyed. More moderately said, the Brigade 
was reduced to the size of a Battalion, and 5 February 1918 the order was issued that the 3rd SAI 
would be disbanded and the men distributed over the three other Regiments to reinforce them. The 
3rd SAI disbandment was effected (officially) on 15 February 1918. It was also ordered that from 
now on the Regiments would be renamed Battalions, and that the use of territorial titles was 
abandoned except for Nancy’s Regiment. These were allowed to remain the “Scottish”.  

The reorganisation of the Brigade into Battalions happened right before the period of the missing 
diaries, but apart from totals of Officers and OR transferred per Battalion, no details can be found. 
It can not be traced to which of the three Battalions Albert and Jackie were reallocated. Nor in later 
records, as the 3rd SAI apparently kept their original Regiment No, whether they had spent the last 
year of their service in the 1st, 2nd or 4th (Nancy’s) Regiment, renamed the 1st, 2nd 3rd (Scottish) 
Battalions. In the three or four days preceding the recommencing of the record entries (at 
Regimental level), Jackie lost his leg and was withdrawn from the theatre of war permanently. In 
other words, the crucial part of the war diaries at individual Regimental (Battalion) level is missing. 
There is no way to look at the Battalions’ whereabouts cross-sectionally (because the diaries are 
missing) or retrospectively (because there is no specification to which one of the three Battalions 
Albert was assigned to, mid-February 1918). This has a scathing effect on assigning Albert’s 
Regiment, because in the small-time window of interest, the 1st and 2nd SAI were placed under 
command of the 21st Division (64th Brigade), and 4th SAI (apparently SAI HQ kept naming them 
the 4th) with 26th Brigade (7th Seaforth Highlanders), substantially supported by the 2nd 
Employment Coy of the XXII Corps.78  
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The 64th Brigade and XXII Corps war diaries excel but they fan out over a too large area to be useful 
for the purpose of this paper. Adding to this misfortune, is that the war diaries of the 1st SAI Brigade’s 
HQ are very scarce with details from 19-21 April. What has been noted in the HQ’s diary does not 
match with Woodsend’s (or even Digby’s) reference to the withdrawal of the SA troops. There is no 
retreat of troops according to the SAI HQ’s diary. It should be mentioned that in the evening of 18 
April, the 1st and 2nd SAI (among others) came under orders of 21st Division.  

17 April the SAI held the Line from Store Farm to Lagache Farm. This was an area south and north 
(crossing) the Kemmel-Wijtschaete Road, hence pretty close to the frontline, that was being pushed 
forward by the Germans. In the afternoon the SAI would spread (left flank and right flank) towards 
the Vierstraat-Wijtschaete Road on the one side, and the Wijtschaete-Oosttarverne Road (up to 
Torreken Corner) on the other side. The centerpart of the Brigade had to push northwest to Red 
Chateau and take Wijtschaete. A Captain of the 4th SAI reported that he had very little information 
of either Coy, and that enemy fire (snipers and machine guns from the “pill-boxes”) was “very 
effective”. Meaning that the resistance from within these primitive bunkers was causing many 
casualties among the SAI, and to their “sister-unit”, the 7th Seaforth Highlanders, which they had to 
relieve.  

18 April the SAI “believed that they” still held the Line at (approx.) Vierstraat - Hospice - North House, 
which is basically from west to north of Wijtschaete (road to St. Eloi). An order to proceed towards 
the northeast, in the direction of Hollebeke (Estaminet and Somer Farm) was unsuccessful. The 
Battalions remained in the trenches along the Vierstraat – Wijtschaete road and south of the 
Vierstraat Line (Vierstraat – Kemmel) at the level of Lagache and Van Damme Farm, in the rear of 
the French. So, the retreat that Woodsend described “in the morning” is by no means to be found in 
the SAI HQ’s diary… There is however a “fuzzy paragraph” on an event that occurred in the morning 
of 18 April. It is reported three times, once on 18 April at 03.pm and again at 11.45pm; and once 19 
April at 03.45am. To avoid recursion, the three narratives are merged into one summary.  

“A message was received from 64th Brigade (21st Division), forwarded by the 4th SAI, and from 
26th Brigade (9th Division, 7th Seaforth Highlanders), giving information about the raid. Facts rather 
obscure. Enemy appeared to have attacked suddenly under the cover of mist and bombed and 
captured advanced outposts. A-Company line broken through. A-Company seems to hold Vierstraat 
– Wijtschaete road. Reinforcement of 2 composite Platoons requested for. Garrison of Front Line 
hesitated to fire. In confusion it was difficult to distinguish between our men and enemy. Before 
anything could be done prisoners were hurried over crest line. Whole incident lasted a few minutes. 
Line was immediately re-established and reinforced. Missing 48 men.”  
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Figure 30. Key landmarks for visualising of the SAI positions 18-20 April 1918. Author’s collection   

 

In later notes the 48 missing had been captured by the Germans as PoW. Other “highlights” in the 
SAI HQ’s diary are the mentioning that the night of 18 April was very quiet. However, at 5.30pm a 
heavy barrage was put down on the SA line and the enemy approached forward in small parties. 
But these were soon dispersed by “our” artillery fire. The heavy intermittent shelling by the enemy 
became quiet at 11.45pm. 19 April bears no information at all (!) and 20 April confirms that the 4th 
SAI (Nancy’s Regiment) still remained in the southern portion of the Vierstraat Line. SAI HQ was 
positioned along the La Clytte-Kemmel road (which was actually in the field, at Hemming Farm, 
according to the very detailed 9th Signals Coy). 20 April “all was reported quiet on the Brigade’s 
sector, with no reports received from the 1st and 2nd SAI Regiments” (which is an inconvenient with 
missing diaries).  

When comparing Woodsend’s narrative with the SAI HQ’s diary, little seems to match. There is 
much less discrepancy between what Woodsend wrote and what has been noted in the 7th Seaforth 
Highlanders war diary, 19 April 12.30am, namely: “Shells of various calibres land on Seddon Camp 
(is at the Vierstraat trench system, at the level of Vierstraat). Several direct hits on the camp, at least 
3 KiA, 18 wounded. Not a camp to be found to hide in safety. At 05.am orders to move to the west, 
in small parties, away from enemy barrage. 7th Seaforth Highlanders retreat to Hallebast (La Clytte 
– Dickebusch road). Heavy snowstorm ongoing. Men exhausted because of shelling, snowstorm, 
cold, no sleep”. The 64th Brigade’s records of 19 April mentioned: “No further withdrawal will be 
contemplated”, hence there was undeniably a withdrawal. Albert and Jackie must have a hard time 
in this part of the trench system.  

Anyway, the Vet must have been an AVC Officer because Woodsend referred in his account to a 
“Veterinary Officer”. Hypothetically the Vet could have been of the Blue Cross or the RSPCA, but 
then Woodsend would have mentioned “a veterinarian”, instead of VO. The Blue Cross worked with 
the French Ministry of War rather than with the British AVC, which does not simplify the matter as 
British Forces were indented in the French on the latter’s left side. 79 Hence they were rather adjacent 
to each other than separated over longer distances. Unfortunately, the Blue Cross has no 
information about their operations in the area or the date on which this paper focusses, there are no 
specific locations mentioned within their archives. 80  The disambiguation between AVC and the 
RSPCA (the latter set up the RSPCA Fund for Sick & Wounded Horses) is less clearcut, as it were 
mainly RSPCA trained men who served with the AVC, and who trained AVC personnel as well. The 
RSPCA was also the official auxiliary of the AVC. 81 
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Figure 31. The British Blue Cross had an agreement not to join with the AVC, they worked with the 
French instead. Given the context, this postcard is quite accurate: a French Soldier seeking help at 
a British “Blue Cross” Field Post © Blue Cross Org UK  

 

Woodsend’s narrative about Jackie is by far the most copied one. Unfortunately, all existing copies; 
the ones of Digby, Uys and other renowned writers included, fail to quote Woodsend correctly who 
himself explained that he was the second Officer to examine and to treat Jackie. By omitting 
Woodsend as the primary source, the role of the Vet – who ultimately determined Jackie’s life course 
by the decision he took - was overlooked, also the consequences for Woodsend’s military career, 
and more importantly, where Jackie was treated and the circumstances of his untimely death.    

During the First World War, the Army Veterinary Corps (AVC) was organized in the same way as 
the “human” chain of medical evacuation, but then adapted to horses, mules, donkeys and 
pigeons.82 The British (and Dominion) AVC was not directly involved in the treatment of the 
thousands of dogs (which were only a small fraction of the total amount of horses and mules).83 
Dogs were mostly treated by Vets at Regimental level, although the chief duty of “Regimental Vets”, 
close to the frontline, was to teach sound stable management, for the thousands of horses – in 
sometimes different units - under their care.84 Each Division also had its Mobile Veterinary Section 
(MVS) with 1 Vet (VO), a few NCO and between 15-20 OR. MVS were preferably situated “a bit to 
the rear”, at a railhead or a canal-head, from where the animals sent by their colleagues at the front, 
when indicated, were dispatched to the larger Veterinary Hospitals farther in the rear.85  
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Figure 32. AVC Mobile Veterinary Section © IWM Q 25764  

 

Among the Vets existed the determination to bring veterinary units closer to the frontline, similar to 
the Advanced Dressing Stations (ADS) for human casualties. The Americans called these posts 
Veterinary Field Units (VFU). When they joined Forces, they had enough manpower (12 Veterinary 
Officers and 51 OR per MVS) to elaborate a concept of three VFUs per MVS into a satisfactory 
operating system. The lack of manpower was the main reason why the BEF limited the concept to 
“Advanced Collecting Posts” for animals, manned by 1 AVC NCO and three helpers. Regrettably, 
the BEF VFU was reported to be mostly unsuccessful (except in Italy). 86   
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Figure 33. A Divisional Train of the Army Service Corps. © IWM Q 4600  

 

Albeit beyond that, every Royal Field Brigade (RFA) had a Veterinary Staff Officer attached to its 
HQ. The VO, 4 Sergeants, a Corporal and 2 Privates of the AVC, would have been responsible for 
the management of the thousands of horses of different Batteries, Howitzers or whatever guns, the 
Wagon lines and the Sections of the Divisional Ammunition Column (DAC). Mounted units too 
(Cavalry, Yeomanry, Dragoons, Lancers, Hussars, Police, Cyclists) had AVC veterinarians, 
“secondarily” attached to their HQ. Horse Transport Coys (Divisional Train of the Army Service 
Corps) had a VO and crew attached too, or Vets went to and from between units. The Vets of the 
“Sapper” Field Coys and Signal Coy (RE) would have dealt more with dogs and pigeons. The largest 
concentration of dogs was at the kennels of the GHQ.  

So, there were more Vets attached to the Brigades’ HQs than to the Divisional MVS (of the British). 
For the time being no exact figures could be found, except that “during the war more than half of the 
British board licensed veterinarians were involved in the war”. For French Vets the estimate was a 
staggering 77%.87 These AVC crews led by a VO then operated as a VFU for mainly equine patients, 
holding the ones that could not walk near the HQ Wagon (Reserve) line, till they could be evacuated 
to the rear. The war diaries however suggest that “one Veterinary Officer attached to every RFA 
Brigade” is an understatement, some war diaries yield more.  
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Figure 34. This map of Poperinghe – Reninghelst – Ouderdom shows different units that had an 
AVC VO attached – or at least a VO visiting different units to and from (Div. HQ, DAC, Train, 
Yeomanry, Cyclists, RFA - whatever guns). There would have been more Vets in this place than at 
the MVS. Obtained from the Great War Forum  

 

Yet it remains intriguing why this particular Vet (as they were all board licensed animal Surgeons) 
did not operate on Jackie himself. Maybe Jackie was already too much a celebrity, and maybe the 
moral capital that he represented, led to reserve or caution in a young professional. Because this 
monkey was not just any animal, this was Jackie, the regimental mascot of the SA Forces. Secondly, 
the Vet may have been conscious that quasi all of his surgical experience was War related and 
hence limited to teaching stable and line management for draught animals, riding horses and 
perhaps some first aid to dogs and pigeons of the Signals Coy. He perhaps considered that the 
primate’s prospects, with a physiology closer to that of a human, would be better off when a Medical 
Doctor would assist him. But maybe his motivation simply was that Jackie was officially enlisted, 
with the rank of Private (Pte). It might then have been logical or customary, that a Regimental 
Mascot, in this case a monkey (a “humanoid” creature compared with a horse or a mule) would have 
been examined or treated by a Regimental Medical Officer (RMO) of the RAMC. Or, a final option 
while referring to a dog named Windy, no one would have objected where-ever (i.e., RAP, FA, CCS, 
General Hospital) or by whom (i.e., RAMC doctor), a “special patient” was treated. 
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Figure 35. Letter from Major WW Francis, 1952, 1st Lincolnshire Bn War Diary © WO-95-2154-1_10 

 

In 1952, Major WW Francis, RCAMC, wrote a remarkable letter to the War Office, in which he 
advocated that war mascots, in this case a dog named Windy, should be mentioned in the war diary. 
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Screening the 1st Battalion Lincolnshire Regiment (62nd Brigade, XXII Corps, adjacent to 64th 
Brigade Mid-April 1918) reveals that Francis’ letter was added to the records. Francis referred to an 
esteemed surgeon, from the time that he himself was a young registrar at the 3rd (McGill) Canadian 
General Hospital at Boulogne. The RCAMC doctor who treated Windy to the best he could, referred 
in a letter to the sad loss “of the beast”.  

It is noteworthy to mention this feat for a few divergent reasons. Woodsend mentioned that the 
monkey caused him much trouble (see further), but the reason was probably not that medical 
material and resources were used to salvage a monkey. Windy came to the General Hospital of the 
Canadians “with all his papers, just like any other patient”. Jackie too arrived “with all his papers, 
just like any other patient” at 36th CCS. In other words, it must have been acceptable (or beyond 
discussion) that some “special cases” would have been admitted in Hospitals for Soldiers. Windy 
was a Regimental dog mascot, Jackie the baboon was the iconic symbol of an entire Brigade 
(especially since the 3rd SAI had ceased to exist). Secondly, until now it appeared like Woodsend 
would have been the first surgeon ever, to write a medical account regarding the treatment of a war 
mascot in an environment totally conceived for humans. However, John McCrae described Windy’s 
condition “his special patient” and course of illness almost three years earlier. Note the similarity 
with Woodsend’s heading “A queer patient” and choice of words (second wound, pathetic). John 
McCrae was a fond animal lover, he let his horse Bonfire “write letters” to his nieces, stamped with 
a hoof. His dogs Bonneau and one-eyed Mike were his “special friends”. He wrote about Windy two 
times; the dog must have had a special place in his heart.  

Windy’s story adds an extra dimension to McCrae’s death: both seemed to have been ravaged by 
war, war was in them, day and night. 24 January 1918, McCrae diagnosed himself with pneumonia. 
From then on, his clinical tableau would fluctuate and confuse the healthcare personnel in exact the 
same way as the dog did. McCrae died of pneumonia and meningitis in the morning of 28 January 
1918.88   

 

Figure 36. John McCrae’s account on Windy the Dog. © Wikisource  
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Figure 37. Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae (1872-1918), author of the poem “In Flanders Fields”, 
with his dog Bonneau (a casualty of war he found in Ypres). © The Canadian Encyclopaedia 

 

It is unlikely that Jackie’s Vet would have been from an MVS, positioned in the greater area. Of the 
eleven MVS involved in this phase of the Lys Offensive, most were located in France close to the 
Belgian border, and those in Belgium were deployed at Wippenhoek, Abele and Proven.89  

Nearly 30 RFA Brigades (with the whole range of guns) were involved in Operation Georgette, but 
only a few seem eligible to have generated Jackie’s Vet, when narrowing it down to the ambulances’ 
circuit, the detailed war diary of the 9th Signal Coy, and Woodsend’s narrative “if he was” behind 
Rinningholst alongside the main road.  

To state that Woodsend was most likely not acquainted with the place, because he wrote 
“Rinningholst”, is perhaps jumping conclusions too soon. “Rinningholst” is the local pronunciation of 
Reninghelst, at utmost suggesting that he picked up the phonetics without verifying the syntax. Yet 
along the Casseldreef – Rue de la Gare crossing is a house bearing a World War One road indicator 
“Reninghelst” on its façade. There were more like this one (e.g., at the Busseboomstraat – 
Ouderdomseweg crossing, Poperinghe), but the others did not survive the ravages of time. It is 
noteworthy, perhaps even puzzling, that such educated man did not notice one of these road 
indicators (at each crossing) when for instance, he went to visit Jackie at the CCS.  
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Figure 38. House at Casseldreef – Rue de la Gare crossing, bearing a (large) WW1 Road indicator 
to Reninghelst. Author’s collection 

 

Anyway, “behind Rinningholst alongside the main road” still meant – from a today’s perspective - 
that Woodsend’s Brigade had withdrawn north-westbound from Reninghelst, which is indeed the 
vector followed by the main road N304 (today the Baljuwstraat-Reningelstseweg). Before 1977 this 
main road was named the Poperingestraat (without ‘h’), during World War One “Poperinghestraat” 
(with an ‘h’). The Poperinghestraat was leading straight to Poperinghe (less than 5.5 km from 
Reninghelst’s St Vedast Church to the centre of Poperinghe). 18-21 April it passed along “two-and-
a-half” Field Ambulances (16th, 18th, 133rd, positioned at Waratah Camp, south of Poperinghe and 
just north of Reninghelst and Landbouwer Camp).  

It is not because Woodsend’s Brigade’s HQ had withdrawn to a small wooden camp alongside the 
“main road”, that he too would have been physically attached to this camp if he supposedly was a 
RAP RMO. However, he clearly combined “our Brigade’s HQ” and “main road” with a most 
interestingly “the SAI were retreating down the (this) road which was shelled all morning”. Where 
would he have been – watching this retreat - if he were not alongside the aforementioned road?  

On 17 April, the A Company of the 162nd RFA Brigade, 33rd Division, had already taken its position 
a half mile northwest from Reninghelst.90 B Company had moved to “Camp 6”, but this location 
cannot be designated precisely with coordinates limited to “Sheet 28.G34”. 91 Informatively, 
Reninghelst was geolocated 28.G34.b.3.1, hence “Camp 6” must have been in the vicinity.  
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Figure 39. “Behind Reninghelst alongside the main road”, meant a location withing the green 
rectangle. In 1916-1930s the red rectangle was a main road also. Blue and red curved lines 
represent the frontlines. Golden triangle is the evacuation area organised by 58 & 59 FA, blue 
triangle by 28 FA. Note Hooggraaf (Mill symbol) and the FAs-of-interest © Geoportaal Luchtfoto’s 
1914-1918 and author’s collection.   

 

C Coy was sent to the east, to Hallebast (“Hell-blast”) corner in support of the Infantry Brigades of 
the 9th and 21st Divisions. The next day the HQ Wagon lines also moved to mystery “Camp 6” at 
G34. That night the RFA HQ were constantly shelled and had to endure a direct hit, hence 19 April 
the Wagon lines, HQ, B, C (returning from “Hell-Blast” Corner), and D Coys moved to the windmill 
area at Hooggraaf (over the Poperinghestraat about 3 km northwest from Reninghelst church). This 
mill should not be confused with the “Goetmoetmolen” at Ouderdom, which was a ruin already by 
the end of 1917 (dynamited by the English), or the Kasteelmill south of Reninghelst. 92  

C Coy was shelled “after the First Kemmel Offensive”, on 21 April, which caused a number of 
casualties and one KiA. But this was only the prelude of what had to come: on 25 April almost all 
the guns of the 162nd Brigade would be knocked out (with many casualties and every horse hit) 
during the second Battle of the Kemmel. B and C Coy again moved to “Camp 6”, the rest of the 
Brigade remained in the vicinity of the Hooggraaf windmill. “Camp 6” must therefore have been 
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somewhere northwest from Reninghelst and particularly interesting in Jackie’s case, maybe it was 
the “anonymous camp” (see aerial picture further). It is unlikely that “Camp 6” might have referred 
to the windmill specifically. The site’s address, because the mill was destroyed, was Hooggraaf No 
6. But “windmill” and “Camp 6” were used in a same sentence as two separate locations. “Camp 6” 
might have referred to the house or property of a family of notables in Reninghelst, the “Six”, then 
“Camp 6” was more likely “Camp Six”.  

   

 

Figure 40. Obituary of a “well-known” local brewer and notable named Nestor Six, son of Reninghelst 
Mayor Gustave Six © De Halle Historische Krant, 6 August 1933, p.7   

 

Compelled by Albert’s despair, Jackie’s value as a loved mascot and his official enlistment, possibly 
made the Vet conscious of Jackie’s fragile, costly and military status. So, he did not operate on the 
little baboon himself, with horses’ damage control surgical equipment. Particularly when that 
morning, Woodsend’s nearby medical post appeared completely unchallenged in its surge capacity, 
even to the point that Woodsend wrote that he was bored.  

In a personal correspondence Flemish folk author and reporter Wim Chielens93 (born at Reninghelst, 
1960) communicated that according to cross-generation, local (oral) tradition, Jackie was rushed to 
Ouderdom, a hamlet 2 km (or 25 min on foot, likely much longer via the trenches) northeast from 
Reninghelst.94 Indeed, if Albert would have carried Jackie along the trenches over Millekruis or 
Hallebast, after having been shelled out of the Basseije area, and if they would not have been picked 
up by a 59th MAC, then the couple would have landed right into the middle of Ouderdom. After 
having passed the Divisional Reserves of the 9th and 21st Divisions, withdrawn to positions along 
the La Clytte – Hallebast - Dickebusch road. Plenty of RAP and RMO encounter opportunities, so 
to speak, maybe even a Vet.  
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`

 
Figure 41.  Topographical map of Basseije (Vierstraat Line) in the south, showing Milky Way, La 
Clytte and Ouderdom Sidings (light railway tracks). © Trench Mapper WFA. 

 

Jackie would then have been presented by the Vet to the ADS of the 28th Field Ambulance (FA) on 
the Vlamertingseweg, or to a Regimental Vet and the RMO of a RAP along Dikkebusstraat (the road 
connecting La Clytte – Millekruis – Hallebast – Dickebusch). After Jackie’s treatment and being 
bandaged, Woodsend wrote that Jackie and Albert “were sent to the road and picked up by a 
passing ambulance”. A “passing ambulance” would be indicative for a randomly picked vehicle, in 
other words, Woodsend would not have ordered to transfer Jackie to a specific CCS.  

Chielens’ communication raises the uncomfortable doubt whether Woodsend’s memory about 
“Rinningholst” was adequate. As aforementioned, this paper (and analysis) chose as premise that 
Woodsend was not mistaken about his allocation or choice of words. If he would have believed that 
the Road to Vlamertinghe was “the main road behind Rinningholst”, then this could be one plausible 
explanation why he does not emerge from the northwest positioned Brigades’ war diaries. And never 
will. To allocate Woodsend precisely is the prerogative to know when and from where Jackie came.   
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Figure 42. Horse Ambulance Wagon (HAW) of the South African Forces at the Western Front © 
IWM 128 film 

 

But if Jackie and Albert would indeed have been alongside the Vlamertingseweg at the ADS of 
Ouderdom, or any other place south from the Vlamertingseweg and Bellestraat (the street 
connecting Reninghelst with Ouderdom up to Vlamertinghe and Ypres), a “randomly picked” Horse 
Ambulance Wagon (HAW) of 28th FA, or more likely one of the ambulance cars (“MT”), would have 
brought them to the west, to the Main DS (MDS) at Remy Siding (Lijssenthoek). Remy Sidings was 
one of the largest CCS concentrations of the Western Front (see further). But this would have equally 
been the case if Jackie was treated at one of the FAs at Waratah Camp (i.e., FA 133, 16, 18, south 
of Poperinghe, close to the N304), or at the ADS of 59th FA, assisted by the 58th FA, just outside 
Reninghelst on the road to Abele. 104th FA at Westoutre also sent its casualties to the large 
“Composite” CCS (established by several FA in joint venture) at Remy Sidings, but 18 April they 
mentioned that the road between Kemmel and Westoutre was completely impassable due to heavy 
shellfire. Hence it would have been impassable for Albert and Jackie too, approaching from the 
opposite way.  

There was a critical shortage of motorised ambulance cars (MAC) and HAW, even when all the 
attached FA of the “Composite MDS acting as one CCS” threw in their resources. Therefore, the 
light railway was temporarily conveyed to mass medical evacuation. The records of 59th FA (ADS 
party positioned just west from Reninghelst (Nedergraafstraat) and the other party at Remy Sidings), 
those of XXII Corps also, give a clear estimate on how this evacuation was organised. Every two 
hours (day and night), between 90-110 casualties were “cleared” via the light railway. These 
casualties were classified as “walking wounded”. Approximatively 130 casualties (“stretcher cases”) 
were cleared by MAC and HAW, also within a few hours. About 20 “walking wounded” were put on 
the train. As the light railway from La Clytte passed Hemming Farm at a distance of about 70m, 
maybe Albert managed tot transport Jackie to the north via the railway.  
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However, it is puzzling how come that some 9th Division casualties were sent to 36th CCS 
(“Bandaghem”) at Rousbrugge, which is 12 km northwest of Poperinghe, and 17 km from Ouderdom, 
when there was such a critical shortage of ambulances. When there is a problematic shortage of 
ambulances, any decisioneer will seek solutions to make them vacant as soon as possible, not to 
keep them rotating three times longer. Interestingly, none of the 27th FA or one of the other FA 
composing the “Composite CCS” mentioned a redistribution of casualties to Bandaghem, because 
of a surge capacity surpass.   

 

 

 
Figure 43. Golden triangle is the supposed area of Jackie’s wounding, golden medevac route (= SE 
La Clytte-Basseije). Main road to Remy Sidings (= red), main road to Poperinghe (= blue). Common 
ambulance route (from Reninghelst or Remy) to Rousbrugge (36th CCS) is black. Note the three 
MVS that would have been “ignored” in Jackie’s case. Author’s collection 

 

In total 807 men were buried at 36th CCS, 173 in the period 16-24 April 1918. Soldiers wounded 
during the first assault on Mount Kemmel (e.g., 17 April) probably died of injury related complications 
later than 24 April, but this date-cut-off was chosen to avoid a mixture with the casualties of the 
second battle of Kemmel. Of the eleven 9th Division Soldiers, two were from the 4th SAI (Nancy the 
Springbok’s Regiment), and three of the 7th Seaforth Highlanders (sister-unit of 4th SAI during the 
attack on Wijtschaete). A first conclusion is that despite the distance that was threefold of the 
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distance to Remy Sidings, which would then occupy a number of the rather unavailable ambulances 
three times longer, nonetheless mortally wounded SA Soldiers, and other Soldiers of the Scottish 
Division, ended up at “Bandaghem”. It cannot be established whether these were men that were 
brought to 36th CCS immediately, or whether they were transferred (“cleared”) from Remy Sidings. 
The 9th Division’s “deaths of Bandaghem” would have represented about 6% of the 173 deaths that 
week, if the abandonment of Passchendaele (marked in yellow) is included (Table 1).  

 

 

Table 1. Numbers of the Sick and Casualties, for “Bandaghem” (16 to 24 April 1918). Author’s 
collection 

 

Analogically, 6% of the total of presenting wounded and sick would mean that – from 18 April on 
(and the written evacuation order) 110 sick and wounded presenting at “Bandaghem” were Soldiers 
of the 9th Division. This is a low number. Additionally, almost no 9th Division cases were reported 
to have been admitted at 28th ADS at Ouderdom (cfr. their war diary). The vast majority of casualties 
in 28th ADS were from 21st Division. According to the 9th Signals Coy, 21st Division was closer to 
Vierstraat (9.a) compared with the positions of the 26th and the SAI (8.c). In that case, 28th FA at 
Ouderdom and the area it drained, did not seem the place to where 9th Division casualties (from 
8.c) were brought, nor evacuated from. Otherwise, if Jackie would still have been between Basseije 
and Milky Way during the German barrages (mostly intermittent), the most plausible ambulance 
evacuation would have been via a car of the 19th (Western) Division (i.e., 59th FA). Jackie of the 
SAI, 28th Brigade, 9th Division would have been a rarity at 28th FA, although this is the context 
suggested by Chielens’ communication. Assuming that oral tradition is based on events that 
factually occurred in the past, the Basseije – Ouderdom Route, although completely discrepant with 
Woodsend’s narrative, best remains an indicator for future research.   
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Figure 44. Light Railway near Kemmel, used for transport of laying casualties. © IWM Q 5626 

 

Regarding Reninghelst as the “centre”, from 18 April 1918 on, most of the units that might have had 
Vets attached, seemed to have moved in between “Hooggraaf”, 2.2 km northwest of Reninghelst, 
and the road from Reninghelst to France (Nedergraafstraat). Hooggraaf was a neighbourhood along 
the Hogegraafstraat, intersected by the newly constructed railway line. “Technically” Hooggraaf is 
part of Westoutre, but the windmill at No 6 was on the town border with Reninghelst. The mill was 
denoted as the “Reninghelst mill”.  

In local Flemish Hooggraaf is also known as “Brabant”. It was the 47th (2nd London) Division that 
stayed here for 8 months, who apparently preferred the “Hooggraaf” over the “Brabant” denotation. 
The windmill at No 6 was destroyed by the French in May 1917, so all the above war diaries must 
have referred to a ruin burnt to ashes.95 The Flemish (exhaustive) windmill registry also mentions 
that all the windmills in this region (Ouderdom, Kemmel) had been destroyed, with the exception of 
the Kasteelmill, a landmark south of Reninghelst. Alas the latter was dynamited too, as late as in 
October 1918 (by the British).         
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Figure 45. The Hogegraaf or Legrandmolen, before it was set afire by the French 2nd May 1917. © 
Molen Echo’s / Verdwenen Molen. 

 

The A Company of the 162nd Brigade of the Camberwell or London (33rd) Division was already 
(and remained beyond 21 April) positioned 300-500 yards northwest (Divisional HQ) or a half mile 
north-north-west (according to the diary of the Brigade’s HQ) from Reninghelst. This Coy would then 
have been nearby the Reninghelst Line, about 1.5 km from Hooggraaf. “Pure technically” the 
denotation “north-north-west” meant that this Coy was positioned alongside the Poperinghestraat, 
as this street (today’s Baljuwstraat or the N304) runs in north-north-west direction.  
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Figure 46. The shelled St Vedast church of Reninghelst, also the First Reninghelst Military Cemetery 
until November 1915. © Oorlogsdagboek van Reningelst – De Klytte. 

 

The 33rd (RFA) DAC HQ and its Sections were first positioned at Sheet 28.G35. a.1.6. Translated 
into a geolocation of 1918, these RFA Sections for ammunition provision were first located at a 
wooden camp called Fuzeville and Fuzeville Sidings. Fuzeville was immediately on the right when 
entering Reninghelst. Fuzeville Sidings along the Vlamertingseweg, and connecting to La Clytte in 
the south, could be “confounded” as a place somewhere “in-between” Reninghelst and Ouderdom.  
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Figure 47. Red rectangle & square right corner show Fuzeville Sidings and Fuzeville. Hooggraaf 
(red square left upper corner), A Coy of 162nd RFA (red star); rest of 162nd Coys, HQ and RFA 
DAC were positioned at yellow star, right in the middle between Hoog- and Nedergraaf (green star). 
© Google Maps and author’s collection. 

 

But after being constantly shelled, with a direct hit on a house billeted by the HQ, HQ and No 1 
section of the DAC moved away to a new camp on 19 April, about a half mile southeast from 
Hooggraaf, in the direction of the Nedergraafstraat (will become important further in the text). The 
B, C and D Companies of the 162nd also moved to a new location, near the Hooggraaf windmill, 
hence the complete (Camberwell) 162nd RFA Brigade and its DAC were “united” more or less 
between Baffin Row (Poperinghestraat), and southeast from or at Hooggraaf Farm, Mill, Cabaret 
and Camp. The 9th DAC positioned at Fuzeville Sidings until 18 April, moved to the Hooggraaf area 
also. Hence, 33rd (Camberwell or “London”) and 9th (Scottish) DAC were at the same location (in 
the vicinity of the Batteries), but not that alone: from 17-25 April, the 162nd came under temporary 
command of the 9th Division. Adding to the complexity, 104th Section of the 9th (Scottish) ASC 
were at “de Jager” (Jagerstraat), just north of Hooggraaf. 
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Figure 48. Hooggraaf, Camp, Cabaret and Windmill in 1918, 2km northwest from Reninghelst. 
Camps (yellow fill) alongside Poperinghestraat, Camps; (red fill) along Nedergraafstraat. © IWM 
Geoportaal Luchtfoto’s 1914-1918 & author’s collection. 

 

One such DAC numbered 15 Officers, nearly 600 OR, and almost 700 horses. They outnumbered 
a regular RFA Brigade threefold. In other words, 9th and 33rd DACs joining a RFA Brigade, 
Divisional HQ and a Signal Coy (9th) laying lines to and fro, that would have been a lot of Soldiers 
and gear positioned near the windmill, in a trench system, a camp or bivouacs northwest from 
Reninghelst, between Hoog- and Nedergraaf. This is not a mere assumption, it was literally noted 
by the 9th Signal Coy, that “due to congestion in the dugouts of Reninghelst” (dugouts were the 
resting places in the trench system), Divisional HQ left the area and moved to Abele. To make things 
even more complex and congested, the 19th (Western) RFA DAC also joined this temporary 
formation of 9th, 33rd DACs and RFA Batteries at Hooggraaf. All these units had Vets attached to 
them. 
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Figure 49. A Divisional Ammunition Column (DAC) © IWM Q 58339 

 

Some of the war diaries are remarkable, not to say exceptional. For instance, the “Lady of the Pond, 
a legend” passed from one Garrison to another. The Lady of White Chateau (Hollebeke, Ypres) had 
committed suicide by drowning herself in the ornamental fish-pond and since then her ghost kept 
floating over the water. One night she lured a young Company Commander into the pond, and he 
never returned to his post. Although the 7th Seaforth Highlanders, the “sister” fighting unit of the 
SAI, hastily added that they never lost an Officer “in this fashion”, a subaltern swore that during his 
first night duty, he felt being watched and followed on his tour around the pond. The note, a serious 
warning, and probably written by a junior Officer but nevertheless attested by the CO, was almost 
promoted to Warning Orders.  
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Figures 50 a & b. The 7th Seaforth Highlanders warning in their war diary, for the lethal Lady of the 
pond. © UK Archives WO-95-1765-5_1, © White Chateau at Public Domain 
 

Another exceptional war diary is the one of the 9th Division Signals Service (or Coy). It is of great 
historical value as every technical act, movement, allocation, and the positions of the neighbours, 
have been noted, small-scaled compared to e.g., XXII Corps, and sometimes with up to two pages 
per day. It is clear from the detailed notes that 9th Division HQ, 26th, 27th, 62nd, 64th, SA (28th), 
the SA Machine Gun Company (MGC), 50th and 51st RFA Brigades (9th Division) were considered 
as one battlegroup. The telephone lines that 9th Signal Coy laid and repaired, amplifiers and “Wilson 
sets” installed, spots for visual communication, establishing forward exchange posts… their focus 
was to create and maintain communication between the 9th Division HQ – at first positioned at 
Reninghelst, then at Abele and eventually at Hooggraaf – and the ever-moving Battalions of the 
battlegroup, at Scherpenberg, Millekruis, Ouderdom, Hallebast, La Clytte and south of Dickebusch 
lake.  

Regarding Albert and Jackie, Signal Coy mentioned that the SA MGC were “laterally connected” to 
the SAI, and that the SAI were positioned east of La Clytte, at a farm at “N.8.c.” (see further). That 
same day, the French relieving the 9th, took over Abele which then subsequently became French 
area. As mentioned before, 9th Division HQ moved back to Hooggraaf, all Brigade HQs were again 
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wired and connected by the evening, from Hooggraaf (HQ) to Zevencoten (i.e., forward exchange 
post south of Reninghelst), to the Dickebusch area (50th “Scottish” RFA). Remarkably, there is no 
mentioning of the 162nd RFA, despite that this Brigade came under temporary orders of the 9th 
Division HQ. Nor is there any mentioning of the 9th, 33rd and 19th DACs, together 2,100 horses 
and over 1,000 troops, who were literally alongside the 9th Signal Coy.  

 

 
Figure 51. Hemming Farm at location “N.8.c” (white circle). Note the passing railway (yellow arrow). 
Jackie’s “corner” was probably the (red arrows) trench system all the way up to Hemming Farm. ©   
IWM Geoportal Luchtfoto's 1914-1918. 

 

According to the 9th Signal Coy, 18 April the SAI, hence Albert and Jackie, were entrenched 
between “Hemming Farm” (HQ at 28.N.8.c) and southwest of it. That would have been more or less 
northwest of Basseije (i.e., an area around a farm with that name). It was the first day of the “inversed 
movement”, the withdrawal so to speak, and opposite to the attack vector of 16-17 April (the invasion 
of Wijtschaete village by the 4th SAI). The trenches (Vierstraat Switch Line) and camps (Tournai, 
Ronald, Bermuda) were, along with the Scherpenberg, “very heavily shelled throughout the day”. 
The barrage only started “dying out” during the evening. The 7th Seaforth Highlanders were being 
shelled out of Seddon Camp (Basseije), maybe Jackie lost his leg while being shelled out from the 
trenches somewhere between Hemming farm and the trench system in the north-western part of 
Basseije. The Nordic weather conditions would have been beneficiary to reduce blood loss from the 
severed leg and the jagged arm wound, hence increasing Jackie’s chances for survival.   
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Figure 52. The Vierstraat Line (red) along the southside of the Kemmelstraat and Basseije. The red 
arrow indicates where the trench system “switched” from side, hence the name “Vierstraat Switch 
Line”. Received from the Lijssenthoek Research Centre. 

 

 

The war diary of the 28th ADS did not mention that they used the light railway tracks for medical 
evacuations. Although this possibility cannot be excluded, especially since the XXII Corps HQ’s war 
diary mentioned that the light railway system (Dickebusch, Westoutre, Remy Sidings) were 
conveyed to mass evacuation of casualties, for those classified as “walking wounded”.96 

If Albert would have chosen the trench system via Millekruis, then he and Jackie would have ended 
up on the Vlamertingseweg (which is 1.4 km off Reninghelst). If he would have chosen a route over  
La Clytte (all the way up to Baffin Row), then the distance would have been 1 km less, compared 
with the route over Millekruis. These are estimations based on Google measurements, not on factual 
trench system (or light railway) routes.    
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Figure 53. The cart-track connecting the Hemming farm (in the rear) with the Dikkebusstraat. The 
light railway ran on the left side of this track (parallel), and about 70 m off. Imagine at least 4-5 
trenches carving the picture (see Fig. 51) © Google Maps. 

 
 

• The Doctor alongside the Main Road  

 

Regarding Jackie, the war diaries (the about 400 consulted until today and still going on) lack any 
kind of information. The little baboon was undeniably wounded during the first German attempt to 
occupy Mount Kemmel. A correspondence on Jackie’s fate posted on 21 April 1918 to The Times 
(the one Digby blended with a part of Woodsend’s first narrative), eliminates all controversy about 
another “sub-battle” or another place than KEMMEL being the place where Jackie was wounded.97 
The SAI were not in Kemmel or on Mount Kemmel (17-20 April), they were entrenched in the system 
between a line from La Polka – Lagache - Van Damme Farm - Hospice, up to the Vierstraat – 
Wijtschaete road, to North House (north of Wijtschaete) and then mainly from Vierstraat to Basseije 
and Hemming farm where they had to endure very heavy bombardments. Hence “Kemmel” must be 
interpreted as the Kemmel region, or even better, east and northeast of it.  

Regrettably, Dickebusch pastor Achiel Van Walleghem (1879-1955), living in Reninghelst at the time 
of the raging war, interrupted his diary entries the moment that the Germans pressed on to Mount 
Kemmel, and from 18 April he decided to flee with the last of his parishioners, on foot to Abele.98 
Hence, in his (much-appreciated) war diaries, there is no mentioning of a baboon Soldier treated in 
his parish.99  
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Figure 54. Pastor Achiel van Walleghem. © Facebook page Achiel van Walleghem. 

 

It is Woodsend again, in 1959, who provided the details about “when” Jackie got wounded and 
“where” he treated the baboon. “It was April 1918, when the Germans had advanced beyond 
Passchendaele and Mount Kemmel and our Brigade HQ had withdrawn behind Rinningholst 
alongside the main road... Troops, including the SAI, were retreating down the road which was 
shelled all morning”. Woodsend undeniably referred to the inversed movement of the Allied troops 
including the SAI “in the morning”, using words like “withdrawal” and “retreating”.  

This vector (northwest bound and away from Wijtschaete) was opposed to the one of the SAI on 
16–17 April, invading Wijtschaete with the 7th Seaforth Highlanders, “those of the Lady of the pond”. 
This logically suggests that Jackie must have become a casualty after 17 April.100  Key references 
to overview the SAI troop movements of April 1918, from the Vierstraat sector to Wijtschaete and 
then trying to hold Basseije, are – evidently - the war diaries available at the National Archives, 101  

supplemented with General Haig’s report 102, C Baker’s 103 books and J Buchan’s 104 epic.  
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That there was indeed a withdrawal until 19 April 10am, can be found in the war diary of the 64th 
Infantry Brigade (21st Division) and in the one of XXII Corps, which read: “no further withdrawal will 
be contemplated” and “withdrawal orderly as planned”.  

The day before was a “strange” day for the 28th ADS (positioned on the Vlamertingseweg at 
Ouderdom), and confirmed by the 64th Brigade. Their war diaries mentioned that during the night 
and the day, it was very quiet. In the south, the night at Mount Kemmel had been quit too, but then 
during the day it was heavily barraged, like were Voormezele, La Clytte (Basseije), Dickebusch and 
the Scherpenberg. Lieutenant Colonel Robert Horn, CO of the 7th Seaforth Highlanders (the 
Battalion to which the SAI were temporally assigned) was killed “instantaneously” by an incoming 
shell, together with a Major, a Captain, and the Chaplain.  

The back areas “behind” La Clytte (not specified which ones) were being intermittently shelled 
throughout the day. 

 
Figure 55. Even though considered back area, Reninghelst was pockmarked with hundreds of 
shellholes. Received from the Great War Forum.  

 

But in the late afternoon the German guns started pounding mercilessly on Wijtschaetestraat (i.e., 
the road between Kemmel and Wijtschaete), it was when the 64th Brigade (21st Division) reported 
to the General Staff of the 9th Division that “in the morning”, under the cover of thick mist, a SAI post 
on the road from Wijtschaete to Vierstraat was raided, resulting in tens of SAI taken PoW by the 
Germans.  
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Woodsend was positioned along the “main road”, the man said so himself. Hence this is the place 
where Jackie was brought. After cross-matching Woodsend’s full narrative with the war diaries of 
the involved Divisions described at item level (i.e., Brigades, Regiments, Coys, FA), the only 
(hypothetical) theory standing, is that Jackie’s Vet brought him to Woodsend at one of “those 
wooden camps” of the 162nd RFA Brigade.  

Alas, the war diaries of the 162nd RFA are very orderly, mentioning their doctors by name (leaves, 
wounded and postings), unfortunately Woodsend is not mentioned. The diaries are written with such 
detail, that Woodsend can almost be excluded with certainty from the 162nd RFA Brigade.  

 

Figure 56. Clipping from the 162nd RFA war diary, showing that several RAMC doctors were 
attached to one post. In this example, D Coy commanded by Major MC Lee received six new drafts 
of doctors, March 1916 (blue stars). © UK Archives WO-95-2413-4_1  

 

Woodsend was (almost with certainty) not with the 26th or 27th Brigade either, because their HQs 
were positioned in farms at Hallebast and Ouderdom, in other words east of Reninghelst. Idem ditto 
for the 62nd and 64th Brigades of the 21st Division, they were a few hundred yards more to the east 
in Basseije (9.c), of all Brigades closest to Vierstraat (road) and the moving frontline.  

It is questionable whether the “physical” windmill at Hooggraaf, burned to the ground by the French, 
would have been a landmark worth mentioning by Woodsend. The weather was very cold on 19 
April, the troops were flogged by heavy, icy “snowstorms” or “snow rain”. This weather was reported 
by the XXII Corps, 28th ADS (Ouderdom), 133rd FA, 59th FA,116th Royal Sussex Brigade (39th 
Division), 64th, the 7th Seaforth Highlanders, and so on. If Jackie would have been brought to 
Woodsend on 19 April (some mention snow 20 April too, others called it a splendid day), would 
Woodsend not have mentioned at least the snowstorms in the introduction of his paper, after weeks 
of muddy, rainy and dull weather? Is this an argument to flag 18 April as the day that Jackie lost his 
leg? The barrage was heavy that day, although intermittent (from 04.30am to 07am and from 4pm 
until the evening). 
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Figure 57. ASC, Divisional Wagon Train, in the snow (Albert, 1917). 19-20 April 1918 the La Clytte 
area was flogged by snow storms and snow rains. © IWM Q 4831 

 

20 April would have been tight to match with the Times’ correspondent’s timeframe (i.e., admission 
and evacuation from 36th CCS to coastal Base Hospital, interviewing Harvey and visiting Jackie, 
sending in the article for editing). Admittedly, the 9th Division HQ arrived from Abele and joined 
Hooggraaf 19 April in the afternoon. Yet this does not match with Woodsend’s “in the morning”, and 
secondly Woodsend did not mention a Divisional HQ, he wrote “our Brigade HQ”. Consequently the 
26th Brigade HQ, adjacent to the 28th’s (the South Africans), nor 62nd and 64th Infantry Brigades 
(21st Division) could have been “his Brigade”, simply because they did not retreat beyond the 
Dikkebusstraat. 27th HQ were withdrawn to the north, to a farm in Ouderdom, that is even farther 
off. Ouderdom is northeast from Reninghelst, closer to Vlamertinghe (the Ypres front), hence not at 
all matching with Woodsend’s recollection.  

The 9th Signal Coy can be excluded too, simply based on their exceptionally detailed war diary. If 
the Vet associated to this Coy (for e.g., the treatment of messenger dogs and pigeons) would have 
admitted Jackie, it is quite unimaginable that they would not have reported such feat among all the 
details. Idem ditto for the 9th Seaforth Highlanders (Pioneers) of the 26th Brigade: extremely busy 
in the area and a very well-informed war diary, but they remained in the Basseije area, and south of 
it.  

Woodsend was (with the same level of certainty) not attached to the 156th RFA Brigade, the other 
33rd Camberwell Division RFA Brigade either: its war diary also mentioned its Officers on everyday 
base, RAMC included. Woodsend’s name does not emerge in a war diary screened since his 
commission 15 June 1917. Between 18-23 April there are no war diary entries for the 156th; one 
Pte is buried 21 April at the New Cemetery of Reninghelst.  
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From 18 April on, the Ammunition Columns of the 9th (Scottish), 19th (Western) and 33rd 
(Camberwell or London) were all three positioned at “Hooggraaf”, with the 162nd RFA Batteries (B, 
C, D) next to them, and A Coy 300m northwest from Reninghelst.  

 

 

Figure 58. Woodsend’s feelings that particular day. © Author’s collection 

A first impression from Woodsend’s recollection (1959) of that particular morning forty years ago “I 
felt that I should be happier to be busy”, suggests eager, impatience, boredom, even a degree of 
unhappiness in a young Officer… This “feeling” might as well have been a frustration resulting from 
observing the “work”, but not being offered the possibility to work. Woodsend observed troops 
retreating along the road that was shelled all morning. The situation he described almost suggested 
that “work” was passing right under his nose, but that he was standing aside, alongside, watching it 
flowing by. In other words, is it possible that Woodsend was in a unit - during the first Kemmel 
offensive - that was forced to do nothing, to rest? Secondly, the prerogative is that this unit had to 
be positioned alongside a main road behind Reninghelst.  

Very interestingly, there was not one such unit, but a handful of Coys forced to rest at camps. The 
81st, the 82nd, the 94th Field Coys RE, and the 9th Battalion Welsh Fusiliers (58th Brigade), all of 
the 19th (Western) Division, “rested at Camp”, respectively 2 miles (3.6 km) south of Poperinghe, 
one in the Hooggraaf area, and the 94th on the Westoutre – Poperinghe Road (28.G.33), which 
would then have been on the height of Condiment Cross. The Welsh Fusiliers were resting and 
cleaning in the Nedergraafstraat.   

 

 

Figure 59. “2 miles” 180° south from Poperinghe is exactly were Hooggraaf Camp would be. © 
Google Maps. 
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19-20 April these Coys were ordered to “rest” after being relieved by the French, they moved and 
arrived in the morning of 18 April. The orders were to clean, to rest, to parade, to prepare for the 
visit of the 19th Divisional Commander on 20 April; while witnessing a not-so-distant theatre of falling 
bombs. Field Coys had a VO attached to their HQ, if Woodsend was billeted in the “Hooggraaf area” 
(82nd), at Hooggraaf Camp (81st RE) or at Condiment Cross (94th), then the Field Coy’s Vet could 
have brought Jackie to the “unhappy” Woodsend, hoping for a job falling from the sky. 94th Field 
Coy marched on 18 April to Condiment Cross, and remained at “the Horse Lines” until 21 April, then 
they moved to the Proven area. But a Vet assured. However, this does not explain at all how Albert 
could have arrived here.  

Woodsend can with great probability be barred from the 81st Field Coy’s list (the one positioned 3.6 
km south from Poperinghe). Their war diary is very detailed and mentioned or repeated the names 
of a series of Officers, a reiteration sometimes up to 6 times, again Woodsend is not among them. 
The 82nd Field Coy’s war diary is very detailed too, but the registrar showed more interest in writing 
down a narrative on the daily activities, than to mention the Coy’s Officers. It can therefore not be 
decided whether Woodsend would have been attached to this Coy. 94th Coy holds the middle: 
based on the different handwritings, most registrars preferred tot write about daily activities, only 
one seems to mention Officers more or less regularly. The 94th war diary is unreliable for including 
or excluding Woodsend, and the records of the Welsh Fusiliers are incomplete (gaps of several days 
with no entries).   

  

 

  
Figure 60. “Hooggraaf” today, proceeding in the direction of Westoutre. Starting left top and rotating 
clockwise: Hooggraaf Farm, the Legrand windmill site (pasture), the Cabaret, and the Camp. © 
Google Maps. 

 

Woodsend was not assigned to any Casualty Clearing Station (CCS), he told so himself the morning 
that he amputated Jackie’s leg and cleaned the jagged wound in the monkey’s little arm. The logical 
premise though would be to simply assign the doctor to the 28th FA, 9th (Scottish) Division. This FA 
arrived 4 April at Kemmel, raised an MDS for reception of the wounded, and a party led by one 
Medical Officer (MO) was sent to La Clytte for reception of the sick. Cellars of ruined houses in 
Kemmel were cleaned, repaired, and made gasproof. Horses were in a good condition and 
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reinforced makeshift shelters, to protect the animals from aerial bombings, were constructed. MOs 
went inspecting the RAPs along the Kemmelstraat trenches (i.e., the “Vierstraat Line”).  

 
Figure 61. Southern part of the Vierstraat Line trench system. Note the large concentration of camps. 
© Geoportal Luchtfoto's 1914-1918. 

 

The prelude of intense bombardments on Wijtschaete, Ploegsteert and Messines, was a heavy 
barrage of the Line between Armentières and Festubert (France). The MDS received orders to move 
to Vierstraat, as ADS, and the party at Kemmel was to proceed to La Clytte. Walking wounded 
(mainly from 21st Division, but also from the 19th (Western), 39th, 49th (West Riding), and the 6th) 
were instructed to proceed on foot, to the “Composite MDS” at Remy Sidings. For example, during 
the night and the early morning of 17 April the MDS (closing at La Clytte and moving to Ouderdom 
at 01.30pm) received 500 walking wounded, mostly leg injuries, and 120 laying cases. All were 
instructed to go on foot, or to be carried, to Remy Sidings (Lijssenthoek, 22.d & 23a and c). HAWs 
105 and motorised ambulances from 28th FA were continually sent over a loop connecting the 
medical posts, to pick up the limping wounded along the roads and to bring them to the composite 
MDS at Remy Siding. 59th FA (19th Division) and XXII Corps mentioned in their records of 17-19 
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April that the (light) railway was conveyed for mass medical evacuation, because there were not 
enough ambulances to evacuate all the wounded.  

 
Figure 62. Remy Siding(s), a series of CCS, FA and Military Hospitals southwest from Poperinghe. 
© Lijssenthoek Remy Sidings. 

 

The 2nd Canadian CCS at Remy Sidings had just been relieved by the 57th, 58th and a party of 
59th (all 19th Western) FAs, 103rd and a party of 104th (34th Division) FA, 3rd (49th West Riding) 
FA, 27th FA, and a party of the 28th (9th Scottish), and all these FA effected a “Composite” MDS 
that operated as a CCS. The 3rd FA described the ambulances and HAWs as “Composite” 
ambulance transport. The other “half” of 28th FA was moved back to Ouderdom, and 10 drivers 
from 27th FA were sent along to relieve those of the 28th, continuously cycling between Ouderdom, 
Reninghelst and Remy. These ambulances were added to those of the Western and West Riding 
coming from Remy Sidings, looping over Westoutre (passing Hooggraaf). Possibly further 
progressing in the war diaries will even yield more FAs at Remy.   

Allocating Woodsend in 28th FA would simply be “the perfect match”: Albert carrying Jackie from 
Millekruis to Ouderdom (cfr. local oral tradition), Divisional Reserves on either side of the Dickebusch 
road, and an ADS right in the middle, probably located near Grootebeek Cemetery. Also, 
Woodsend’s “I felt that I should be happier to be busy”, matches perfectly with the very quiet day 
(and night) of 18 April in the 28th ADS. However, 28th (and 27th) FA kept tight and very detailed 
war diaries, mentioning the names of all their MOs, and at occasions those of the NCOs, and even 
of some of their Privates. Woodsend is at least expected to emerge somewhere from these 
handwritten pages, but he does not. He is untraceable, invisible, to the point that some Flemish 
historians even question whether he was ever involved here.  

Another note in the 28th FA war diary to be taken into consideration, is that Jackie was a 9th 
(Scottish) Division casualty. The 28th FA (and 27th) war diaries repeated at least three times that 
very few 9th Division casualties passed through their ADS.  

Nonetheless, Woodsend and the Vet deliberated about what to do with the “queer patient” as he 
recorded “We decided to give the patient chloroform and dress his wounds”, making the plan of 
action sound like a mutual consent. Woodsend then resumed in the first-person singular form: “I had 
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never given an anaesthetic at such a patient before” followed by “it was a simple matter to amputate 
the leg with scissors and I cleaned the wounds and dressed them as well as I could”.   

 

Figure 63. Second part of Woodsend’s first narrative on Jackie. Author’s collection 

 

The deliberation on a little monkey’s fate, between Woodsend and an anonymous Vet, during an 
enemy bombardment, is quite remarkable. It would eventually become typical for the man and forge 
one of the best friendships and partnerships of his life. Not related to baboons anymore, but to 
horses, ponies, dogs… All creatures great and small. 

James Alfred Wight (1916-1995) would certainly have known the full account of the monkey’s 
story.106 Christmas 2020, Hugh Gervase (Robert Noel’s grandson) then just starting to contribute to 
this paper, answered “Watching an old episode of “All Creatures Great and Small”, I was reminded 
of the only time that I met “Alf” Wight, which given your menagerie (i.e., the eight dogs of the author), 
you might find fun. I was flying a wind glider at Sutton Bank (an airfield in West Riding, Yorkshire), 
staying at a small pub at the bottom of the hill at Sutton-under-Whitestonecliffe. Together with three 
or four chums, we were enjoying a pint at the bar when the door to the pub, which opened onto the 
road flew open, and about a million dogs all charged in, followed by this chap, dressed in tweeds 
and demanding his pint! When we had all settled down and got the glasses back upright, 
introductions were made, and when it came to me, he said "are you related to Noel Woodsend over 
at Catterick?"  
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Figure 64. Veterinarian James Alfred Wight, personal best friend and Catterick’s racecourse Co-
Officer of Robert Noel Woodsend © Julian Calder. 

 

 

To shorten the long story at the pub’s counter, Hugh’s grandfather although thirty years older than 
Alf, was his very good friend, and of his two older brothers too (who were also his partners at the 
veterinary practice at Thirsk). Thirsk is merely 3.7 miles from Sutton-under-Whitestonecliffe, hence 
Alf with his “million” dogs arrived there after a hike on foot. Grandfather Noel, Alf and his brothers, 
Hugh William (Robert’s son and hence Hugh Gervase’s uncle), were all good cricketeers and used 
to play cricket in the same team. Grandfather had his pilot’s license (and his first own plane in 1946), 
Hugh William – just finished farming school - initially failed his math entry test but eventually he was 
accepted for RAF pilot training. Although fate decided it otherwise: 28 July 1943 his Avro Lancaster 
Mk III returning from Hamburg (Operation Gomorrah) was targeted above Vollerwiek. Short after 
midnight, on their return to England, Wing Commander and night fighter ace Günther Radusch in 
his Messerschmitt Bf110, engaged and shot down two Lancaster bombers that night. JA709 crashed 
on the German shoreline, all seven crewmembers including the 20-year-old rear gunner Hugh 
William were KiA. His epitaph at a Hamburg Military Cemetery reads “Went the day well? We never 
knew. But well or ill, Freedom, we died for you”. 107  In his early twenties, Alf the Vet licensed as a 
RAF fighter pilot too, but he had to retire from active flying for severe medical reasons, requiring 
recurrent intra-abdominal surgery.  

Woodsend’s and Wight’s medical and veterinary practices overlapped and were within a half hour 
drive: grandfather west of the A1 Road, Alf (and his brothers) to the east. Anne, Woodsend’s 
surviving daughter (1920 – living), remembers that both men were associated as Medical and 
Veterinary Officers at the Catterick racecourse. After the racing, Alf used to “pop into” the Corner 
House for a beer on his way home to Thirsk. Anne says that there was a team of medics and vets 
available to cover racing at Catterick, but her father and Alf were the seniors.  
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Figure 65. Griselda (Robert Noel’s wife, nurse during WW 1) holding Kirstie the pet dog. Anne (a 
nurse too) sitting on her knees, Hugh William (a Gunner of an Avro Lancaster) next to her. Received 
from Hugh Gervase Woodsend. 

 

Alf of course did not mention Jackie at the pub in Sutton-under-Whitestonecliffe, it was a first and 
single encounter with Robert Noel’s grandson. However, Hugh Gervase is convinced that Jackie 
must have been discussed in the blue room of the Corner House, or at the pub, between lifelong 
friends and partners. Alf undoubtedly must have taken the opportunity to extract a pint of beer from 
Noel for promoting himself to 'acting Veterinary Surgeon on baboons', somewhere behind the 
battlefield. Hugh Gervase never met Alf again, it was limited to this single encounter, and well before 
the latter published his first book or films that would lead to fame under the pseudonym of James 
Herriot. Robert Noel never knew of Alf’s success. The encounter between Hugh Gervase and Alf 
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should be dated early 1960s, because Robert Noel was still alive and well (1885-1965). Hugh 
Gervase would have been in his early twenties, but he had his basic pilot licences at the age of 17 
(having started flying at the age of 11), and his Captain’s license for big airplanes at the age of 21. 
Nevertheless, Hugh summarizes his single encounter with Alf, and the talks he had with his 
grandfather, with some sadness as: “when we are young, we do not ask the questions we need to 
ask. And when we are old it is too late to ask them”.   

A “passing ambulance” brought Jackie to 36th CCS, at Rousbrugge (“Bandaghem”) located 
northwest of Poperinghe. The admission of wounded and dead in 36th CCS, then assisted by the 
62nd and 64th CCS, although declining, still numbered 400 wounded and 20 dead on 18 April. With 
2,500 admissions in the few days before, this CCS must have been quite challenged in its surge 
capacity, making it incompatible with Woodsend’s boring place of appointment. Despite the 
(ongoing) screening of about 400 war diaries of 23 Divisions (HQ, Infantry, Pioneers, RFA, Signals 
Coy, ASC, DAC, RE, Mounted Units…), 10 CCS, 20 Field Ambulances (FA) and 11 AVC directly or 
partially involved, Woodsend’s name (or any reference to Jackie) did not show up. The RAMC kept 
no records of non-career, reserve or volunteer Officers, and with the exception of a medal card only 
mentioning “RAMC”, and no “secondary” attachment, Captain Woodsend (just like Pte Marr) left 
negligible trace in military records.108  

 

Figure 66. Photo of a pre-War University of London Officers’ Training Course (“OTC”). Picture of 
Woodsend’s photo collection. Received from Hugh Gervase Woodsend. 

 

Woodsend’s personal collection of photographs yielded this one picture taken before the War. The 
image shows – what appears to be - University of London cadets in a battledress with neck protector 
sunshades and star shaped badges. The similarity with a photo taken in 1910 of students of the 
University of London, taking part in the “UOTC” (University Officer Training Course), is striking. The 
fact that it was part of Woodsend’s private photo collection points in the direction that he too passed 
this “UL UOTC”, when he studied at London University. The University offered the UOTC since 
1909, Woodsend would probably have joined right from the start.109 Cadets wore a star badge on 
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the cap, diamond shaped proficiency and Red Cross badges on the sleeves, sponsored by the 
RAMC and War Office. The brass shoulder patches captioned “University OTC London”.  

 

 

Figure 67. LU UOTC’s brass shoulder. © https://mindenmilitaria.com/shop.php?code=59072 

 

ASC drivers too wore a star shaped badge on their cap, and diamond shaped cloth efficiency badges 
were reserved to Territorial Force, hence the picture in Woodsend’s collection was at first 
confounding. It appeared like a RAMC unit with orderlies and ASC drivers mixed. However, ASC 
had a distinctive capital T on top of their brass multi tier shoulder titles, which is not the case with 
the men in the picture. It would also have been very uncommon that ASC drivers would wear Red 
Cross badges on their sleeves.   
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Figure 68. Photo of a pre-War University of London Officers’ Training Course LU (OTC) 1910. Note 
the striking similarity with the one in Woodsend’s personal photo collection. © Print screen copied 
from an eBay selling offer. 

 

 

Soldiers were not allowed to have cameras or to take pictures, so it is highly unlikely that Woodsend 
took it. He might be in one of the pictures but the resolution is of too poor quality allowing his 
grandson to indicate him with certitude. Woodsend’s picture is most likely taken in the period 1910-
1914, during a ‘southern mission’ training, somewhere in Britain. As the photo was part of 
Woodsend’s souvenirs (among pictures of him and his wife and children, with pet dog Kirstie, in his 
airplanes, cars, house, at his desk, in the garden…) it must have meant something important (to 
him).  
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Figure 69. The “Corner House” with the blue room at Catterick Village, where Dr. Woodsend 
practiced for 53 years, and where “James Herriot” took his pint before leaving home to Thirsk. 
Received from Hugh Gervase Woodsend.  

 

Interviews conducted between 2019-2021 with Anne and Hugh Gervase (1946 – living), did not yield 
any further details about Robert’s appointment, except that Hugh remembered that his grandfather 
mentioned that he got in big trouble after he had treated the baboon. In Hugh Gervase’s own words: 
“One thing I do remember being told the story for the only time, having escaped at half-term from 
Aysgarth School. I was in the blue room of the Corner House in Catterick (the only place to be when 
it was cold as it had a roaring fire and it was a tiny room), with father and grandfather, just before 
lunch and grandfather recounted the story. Now I do remember quite clearly grandfather saying 
'there was hell to pay over it' and that ‘it started the holy war’, but lunch was called and no further 
detail offered.”  

 

 

Figure 70. Clipping from the 9th Battalion Royal Welch Fusiliers’ war diary, 58th Brigade, 19th 
(Western) Division. © UK Archives, WO-95-2092-1_2  

 

The War Diary of the 9th Battalion Royal Welch Fusiliers, 58th Brigade, 19th (Western) Division 
mentioned a rather puzzling sentence, namely “moved ... on the main road between Reninghelst 
and Abeele”, suggesting that there apparently was “another” main road “behind Rinningholst”. 
Consequently, the withdrawal in western direction, literally “away from enemy fire”, would have 
complied 100% with the given orders, if such allusions are meaningful if there were chaos and 
bombardments everywhere.  
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Alas, the road from Reninghelst to Abeele is an asphalted cart-track and by no means compatible 
with the criteria that would define a “main road”. It starts from Reninghelst as the Nedergraafstraat. 
At the crossing with Keibilk it changes into the Casselstraat, to resume as the Rue de la Lappe to 
France, or up to Abele as the Brabantstraat. It also crosses the N398 connecting Westoutre (and 
Mont Rouge in the south) with Poperinghe, passing through Hooggraaf. Yet the Nedergraafstraat is 
not wide enough to allow an oncoming car to pass.  

 

 

Figure 71. Nedergraafstraat today, a 10-meter-wide road between Abele and Reninghelst from 
March 1916-1930s © Google Maps  

 

Mid March 1916 however, the “5th Corps” Field Coy RE started with an extreme make-over of the 
cart-track, with the purpose to convert into a major road for logistic support to and fro Abele (or 
France) and Ypres, over Reninghelst and Vlamertinghe. Hence the small road was straightened and 
enlarged up to 10 m width, ditches were dumped with gravel, debris and wooden beams. Locals 
started to refer to the road as “Abelegravier”. However, due to the spectacular transformation and 
straightening of the curved cart-track, several landowners lost quite some acreage, and infuriated 
they went to the Mayor of Reninghelst, Gustave Six (1851-1917). 25 March 1916 the Mayor wrote 
a letter to the Lieutenant Colonel of the Field Coy, billeted in Abele.     
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Figure 72 a, b & c. Letter from Mayor Gustave Six to the RE Lieutenant Colonel of the “5th Corps”. 
Received from Reninghelst historian Bert Lemahieu  

 

Translation: “To the Lieutenant Colonel of the 5th Corps (Engineers), 

Today civilian workers began groundworks on the territory of Reninghelst, for the construction of a 
gravel road of at least 10 m width, including shoulders and ditches, extending from the “Nedergraaf” 
Cabaret in the village of Reninghelst. Several landowners and tenants had already pointed out to 
me, that if this project is to be executed as it is outlined with wooden pickets, their lands and pastures 
will be seriously damaged and fragmented, and that their interests will be harmed beyond measure, 
especially because not the slightest compensation has been allocated. To determine whether these 
claims are justified, I personally went to the premisses and I could indeed witness that the complaints 
of the owners are well founded. The foreseen road enlargement does not respect the course of the 
existing path, nor the curvatures, however every adaptation to roads in Belgian Communities has to 
be executed in accordance with State and Provincial Rule, which prescribes that the course of a 
new road has to follow the old one as much as possible. The axis of the new road and the curves 
included are very much more pronounced than what was expected with this project that would stay 
within the limits of the existing path…”   

(Signed by the Mayor Gustave Six and the Town Clerk Achilles Camerlynck, his brother-in-law)  
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Figure 73. Nedergraafstraat seen from above. Its appearance is vaster than the N304 © WFA Trench 
Mapper 

 

Anyway, no indemnifications were (ever) settled for the farmers, while the end result was a broad, 
straight street, dense traffic and loss of acreage. As their complaints were never answered, in the 
1930s, the resentful landowners reduced the “main road” again to the cart-track it was before, 
perhaps the end result was even smaller than before.  

Viewed from a reconnaissance airplane, in 1917, the Nedergraafstraat certainly looked larger than 
the N304. So, the problem here is to try to comprehend to whom the Poperinghestraat remained the 
main road, and to whom this undeniably was the Nedergraafstraat. For a young Temporary Captain 
less acquainted with “Rinningholst”, the odds are in favour that this could – or would - have been 
the Nedergraafstraat. It suffices that Woodsend asked someone of the 9th Welch Battalion Royal 
Welch Fusiliers, 58th Brigade, 19th (Western) Division, where he was right now, and the answer 
would have been “main road behind Rinningholst”.  

Hypothetically, Woodsend’s RAP or HQ (to which he was connected nonetheless), may as well have 
been in a small camp alongside the Nedergraafstraat. There were only a few small camps of wooden 
huts here, where the Vet might have brought Albert and Jackie. Aerial photos of 1918, combined 
with trench maps, show a few barracks right “behind” Reninghelst. These were apparently unnamed. 
Adjacent to these few barracks was a farm, named Delhi Farm and this was a larger camp. At the 
rear end of the first camp (east from Delhi Farm) is located the Reninghelst New Military Cemetery, 
indicating that the place was chosen by FAs during the course of war.  
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Figure 74. Camps alongside the Nedergraafstraat, adjacent to the Reninghelst New Cemetery © 
IWM Geoportaal Luchtfoto’s 1914-1918 

 

The New Cemetery opened in November 1915, after Soldiers were first inhumed at the churchyard 
of the St. Vedast’s Church. It is the last resting place to 798 identified Soldiers.110 Of these, eleven 
died between 18-21 April 1918. One of the SA Signal Coy; 156nd RFA, 162nd RFA (both 33rd 
Division); RFA DAC, King Shropshire (4th Bn), Wiltshire (6th BN) North Staffordshire (8th Bn): all of 
them 19th (Western) Division; one 8th Bn Border Regiment (25th Division), West Yorkshire (4th Bn, 
49th West Riding Division), and two RE (202th Field Coy, 30th Division).  

Yet both camps can be barred from Woodsend’s list, for two reasons. First, Woodsend would surely 
have mentioned the cemetery - a landmark - in his introduction. Secondly, six men dying between 
18-20 April, yielded a tenfold of injured and such number can hardly be classified as boring. This 
cemetery suggests that the Nedergraafstraat did not yield “additional” or surprising Regiments, 
besides those aforementioned at Hooggraaf, i.e., the 33rd (Camberwell RFA), the 19th (Western), 
and 49th (West Riding). Hence, an assignment at Neder- or Hogegraafstraat does not alter very 
much the options to where Jackie could have been brought, if Woodsend was allocated to one of 
these units.  

Leaving Delhi Farm proceeding to the west, only two small camps of wooden huts appear alongside 
the Nedergraafstraat. The first one was at a place called Condiment Cross by the British, or more 
appropriate by its real name, “Cabaret”. Nedergraaf Cabaret already appears on a map of 1841, it 
is the Cabaret that gave the street (then numbered as “Chemin No 8 and No 6”) its name. Some 
200 m to the left of Condiment Cross was another camp of wooden huts, unnamed.  
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Figure 75. Crossing of Nedergraafstraat at the level of the Cabaret and N398 was called Condiment 
Cross (camp in yellow triangle); there was a larger, unnamed camp 200 m off (red rectangle) © IWM 
Geoportaal Luchtfoto’s 1914-1918 

 

Given that Woodsend might as well have been waiting for casualties at Condiment Cross or the 
camp with the three long wooden huts 200 m further to the west, now poses a new problem 
regarding Jackie. An ambulance passing Condiment Cross and heading for the north, towards 
Poperinghe via Hooggraaf, could have been driving all the way up to Rousbrugge without impacting 
this paper too much. The same for an ambulance coming from Remy Sidings, that could have picked 
up Albert with his bandaged monkey. But if the ambulance was heading for Remy Sidings, then this 
would almost mean that Jackie was presented to the “Composite CCS”, subsequently refused and 
then sent to 36th CCS in the north. Not to omit that three MVS along the way would inexplicably 
have been “ignored”.   

Anyway, even if Robert Noel Woodsend remains untraceable, to the point that his “existence” is 
questioned by some Flemish historians, the man had an alibi. He went visiting Jackie at 36th CCS, 
spoke to Harvey (the CO), but Jackie already had left. His story matches with the article written by 
the Times’ correspondent.  

What adds to Woodsend’s invisibility, is the (relatively) short period that the man served at the 
Western Front. Woodsend was commissioned as a Lieutenant 15 June 1917, a low entry rank for 
an Officer and practising doctor.111 Hence this date marks his debut in the Regular Army, RAMC, 
besides some newspaper snippets confirming that he was still active as a civilian doctor (at 
Catterick) in 1916-1917. 
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Figure 76. © The British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No 5471 (Nov. 13, 1965) 

From his commission in June 1917 on, the man would have entered a training period, which lasted 
normally 18 weeks, meaning that he could not have entered the theatre of war before 1 December 
1917. Alas, there seems to be no expert consensus available whether RAMC Officers, Vets or 
Engineers, and whether Woodsend’s UL UOTC experience (explicitly disregarded as military 
credits) yet might have shortened the length of the training period to for example 8 weeks. It is safest 
to say that somewhere between the end of August and 1 December 1917, Woodsend would have 
been sent to France.  

All the war diaries – with the purpose to find Woodsend - were screened starting from 15 June 1917. 
He promoted to Captain on 15 June 1918.112 Since he had a practice going on in Catterick, he would 
have been decommissioned short after the armistice. So, practically Woodsend would have served 
overseas for about a year, and applied in 1931 for the Victory Medal and the British War Medal. The 
rather short period he served on the one hand narrows it down to spot his name in a war diary, on 
the other hand too few war diaries are detailed enough to allocate him within the 12 months of 
service.        

How Albert and Jackie got wounded “twice in action” remains unanswered, especially since both of 
their uniforms bore a single wound stripe in September 1918. Even Jackie with three confirmed 
battlefield injuries (from a single explosion) bore a single wound stripe. Except for some authors 
mentioning it, Woodsend included, there is no reliable report regarding an additional event.113  
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Figure 77. © https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/173788606/robert-noel-woodsend 

 

As for Woodsend, he practiced for 53 years in Catterick Village. He was a much-respected person, 
and a “Senior Officer” in almost every social circle he was part of: General practice and surgery, 
Catterick racecourse, Catterick airfield, Aysgarth school, and Catterick garrison. The garrison had a 
lot of administrative (civilian) personnel, that could have been one reason why Woodsend stayed 
connected so closely. Military personnel (and their wives and children), were in theory treated by 
military doctors, but that was not mandatory. Often military personnel (all ranks) preferred private 
medical practice over the military, while to keep his practice thriving Woodsend had all the interest 
to maintain good relations with the garrison and the social circle it encompassed. 114         

 

 

• The Officer with the Fox Terrier 

 

36th CCS recorded its highest incidence of 702 wounded and the highest number of deaths on 17-
18 April 1918, when it was stationed at Rousbrugge.115 It was the CO of 36th CCS, WJS Harvey 
(CO of 61st FA till February 1918) who captioned in a letter to the BRCS commissioner that “Jackie 
was wounded by a shell fragment in April last, during the fighting at KEMMEL and that it was brought 
into this CCS. The right leg was amputated here, and the left foot is fractured". Obviously, this report 
places Woodsend in this CCS but that is inconsistent with Woodsend’s account after he amputated 
the leg and dressed Jackie’s wounds. Woodsend’s narrative excludes him from 36th CCS, despite 
of what Harvey wrote. The morning sequence as described by Woodsend from a “retreated” (and 
boring) position, places him in an ADS (Advanced Dressing Station) waiting for casualties to pass - 
or, he was a RMO (Regimental Medical Officer) of whatever unit.116 The Vet may then have been 
from the same Division, or from a neighbouring Regiment, adjacent to Woodsend’s place of 
appointment. Since Jackie had not been treated by the veterinarian, Woodsend then took the 
initiative to consider Jackie as a human casualty, and for some reason started “a holy war” on 
himself.  
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Figure 78. Last part of Woodsend’s first narrative on Jackie. Author’s collection 

 

 

Harvey told The Times’ correspondent (and Woodsend a few days later) that Jackie only stayed for 
the night after which he was evacuated to “a coastal Base Hospital”.117 The special war 
correspondent who dated his account 21 April, found Jackie sitting “on” a hospital bed “among our 
wounded heroes”. Additionally, the fractured foot as mentioned by Harvey is consistent with the 
“Jackie lost the use of its legs” correspondence in the Loughborough Echo (see paragraph on 
Jackie’s gender). In all, Jackie had not sustained two distinct battlefield wounds, but three (arm and 
both legs).  

By the end of June, the “jagged wound” of the right arm reported earlier by Woodsend and by The 
Times’ correspondent was not withheld in Harvey’s notes. Probably it had healed. Contrarily, 
Jackie’s leg injuries can be clearly seen on the picture with Harvey (Figure 2). Harvey is 
accompanied by a pet dog. An undressed, unrestrained Jackie (a collar can be seen in the grass on 
his left) poses his hand on Harvey’s knee. The trio sits in front of a building that looks like a typical 
late 19th century farm of the Flanders. Jackie’s left foot bears a Paris’ cast, meaning that the picture 
is taken within a period of at least 6 weeks after the initial admission in 36th CCS. The bandage 
around the stump is a poor time indicator as it was this (chronically infected) wound that eventually 
led to Jackie’s untimely death.  
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Jackie (and Albert) could have been evacuated to Etaples, with its 16 Hospitals nicknamed “Hospital 
City”. South Africans were indeed transferred to the “Base” Hospitals at Etaples (20,000 beds) and 
Camiers (12,000 beds).118 These are impressive numbers, and without a substantial registration of 
patients left, quite impossible or pure speculation to determine in which Hospital Jackie would have 
been convalescing for months, before arriving at Richmond Park in September 1918.  

 

Figure 79. The odds that Jackie would have been transferred to the St John’s Ambulance Hospital 
at Etaples, where he could have met Billy the Mascot, are slim. The Nurse left from Billy is most 
likely SA (OFS) Annie Watson Bain, KiA the night of 1 June 1918 (air raid on the Hospital). Picture 
received from Prof Marianne Steenbrugge. 

 

Interestingly, St John’s (of Billy the mascot), 520 beds, and considered the best of all,119 can be 
excluded with certainty. One of the Nurses, Veronica Nisbet, kept a splendid scrapbook, in which 
she showed a lot of affection for animals. If Jackie would have been one of her patients, as a nurse 
who had studied art in Paris, she would certainly have mentioned and have pictured him (like the 
bedridden cat) in her scrapbook.120  

A second part of this paper will consist of the screening of all 98 Coastal Hospital’s diaries, from 
Dunkirk to St Cloud (exhaustive list provided by Professor Marianne Steenbrugge), with the hope to 
find Jackie’s name, admitted on 19-21 April 1918.  
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Figure 80. Nurse Veronica Nisbet’s exceptional scrapbook, with a lot of attention for animals. 
Veronica is the woman portrayed in the right corner below. She died in 1979, at the age of 93. 
Contrarily to what her scrapbook suggests, she rarely talked about the war or the important role she 
had. © St John’s Ambulance  

   

The British Army has some (scarce) documentation on Harvey left. From April to September 1926, 
he was the CO of a (British) Stationary Hospital in Dalhousie, India.121 He passed away “after an 
operation”, 23 February 1950.122 His spouse, Edith Harriett, died a month later (no details available) 
and their only child (a son), Vivian Martin Harvey, committed suicide in 1954.123  

 

• Heading for London and back home to Pretoria 

 

How Harvey remained so closely connected to Jackie remains unclear. Mid-April Jackie was 
admitted for no longer than one day (and night) at Harvey’s CCS. Then Jackie and Albert were 
transferred to a Base Hospital, while 36th CCS remained operational at Rousbrugge. On 28 April, 
36th CCS moved to Watten (France) where it was closed during May.124 

Jackie was then evacuated to the SA Military Hospital (SAMH) in Richmond Park (London) for further 
convalescence. The SAMH published its own magazine, the Springbok Blue, and in October 1918 
a first article on “Jackie, the pride of the Army” appeared. Gillson (once more), who claimed to have 
witnessed Jackie at several occasions, in Egypt also, wrote that Jackie arrived at the SAMH in 
September 1918.  
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Figure 81. Sergeant G Gillson’s (3rd SAI) cartoon of Jackie, raising funds for his new leg, at Woking 
(Surrey), on 28 September 1918. Received from Patricia Moloney. 

 

Alas, patient records were not kept so admission and discharge dates could not be verified.125 Until 
14 February 1919, Jackie and Albert were seconded to the BRCS (as suggested by Harvey in June) 
to raise funds for the Widows & Orphans Fund. Gillson mentioned that the public could shake 
Jackie’s hand for 25 cents and for 50 cents they could get a kiss. A photograph taken at Woking of 
Jackie and a child shows that Jackie was restrained with a chain.126 The picture taken by Brink at 
Alexandria also shows a restrained Jackie. And in the picture taken with Major General Lukin talking 
to Albert, Jackie is again restrained, suggesting that the monkey was restrained to Albert 
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permanently (Figure 7). Perhaps this is a good opportunity to remark that in “all” the photographs 
showing pet baboons (regimental mascots, Jack the Signalman), the animals were restrained with 
chains to their handlers.  

The IWM has a moving image news coverage of Jackie, during the Lord Mayor's Parade of 9 
November 1918.127 Jackie is sitting on a captured German 77mm gun, looking around into the 
crowd, keen and alert, comfortable but again restrained with a thin chain to Albert. Jackie is fitted in 
a uniform and salutes the crowd. The sequence lasts about 10 seconds.128  

 
Figure 82. Jackie and Albert, on a captured 77mm gun, during the Lord Mayor’s Parade at London. 
Moving image coverage © IWM 626 Film. 

 

In London at the Marble Arch Studios, 560A Oxford Street West, pictures were taken of Jackie 
posing alone, Jackie posing with a teddy bear, Jackie eating with knife and fork, and of Albert 
carrying Jackie on his arm.129 These photos were then sold as postcards for fundraising. Colonel 
Thackeray told Brink that Jackie collected about £ 2,000 in a single day towards war funds. 130 

The now famous Jackie (and Albert) returned to South Africa. After their official discharge from 
Maitland Dispersal Camp on 26 April 1919, Jackie and Albert received their discharge papers, a 
military pension and a Civil Employment Form for discharged soldiers.131  

By May 1919, Jackie and Albert were back home. Jackie was celebrated again and became the 
centre of attention during the "Welcome Home Parade for Soldiers".132 Jackie among nurses, 
soldiers, sailors, airmen proudly received the "Dienst Medalje van Pretoria's Burgers: Groote Oorlog 
1914-1919", during the medal ceremony held at Burger's Park, Pretoria, 4 August 1919. 133  
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• Villieria or Premier Mine? 
 

A Dutch professor in skin disorders and urology answered Woodsend that Jackie had died in 1921 
from complications following a chronically infected stump. April 1918, while retreating behind 
Reninghelst, a shell burst almost severed Jackie’s leg, broke his other foot and lacerated his arm. 
Stretcher-bearers wanted to help him, but he fought them off, the only time in his life that he showed 
aggression towards fellow Soldiers. Albert carried his gravely wounded baboon, and then perhaps 
made it to La Clytte Sidings, maybe the light railway brought them to Reninghelst. There was no 
mentioning by any of the Field Coys RE, that these little trains were knocked out by the ongoing 
barrage. Albert could also have carried Jacky all the way along the Reningelststraat (more likely in 
the cover of the trenches), that is a guess as good as the other.  

Anyway, the two were seen by a Vet “behind Rinningholst”, but this VO must have estimated that 
Jackie was too different from horses, pigeons and even dogs, hence he sought for human medical 
advice. Woodsend reported that Jackie’s severed leg was a matter of a simple scissors’ cut and the 
leg came right off. The same evening at Rousbrugge, in 36th CCS, Jackie, sitting on a bed, saluted 
Harvey during his evening medical tour, inspiring the CO of his fundraiser’s potential.  

From these notes it is obvious that no second (higher) amputation had been attempted, in order to 
repair or to reconstruct a soft tissue and skin flap. It cannot be excluded that reconstructive surgery 
was performed afterwards,134 at the coastal base hospital or at the SAMH in Richmond, but in any 
case, the bone must have been protruding, with tissue remaining exposed for years. This chronical 
condition eventually led to osteomyelitis and deadly blood poisoning (septicaemia). Jacky died 23 
May 1921, and was buried at his owner’s property, with a regimental headstone, as such it was filed 
in his medical record by Professor Cornelius Pijper.  

Six years later, Albert’s mother died in Pretoria General Hospital. Her death notice of 18 January 
1927 shows Albert’s signature and handwriting. The document indicated that she owned immovable 
property in Villieria, # 850, in other official documents referred to as “Cheshire Farm”.   
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Figure 83. Death Notice of Albert’s mother, Harriett Mort, deceased at Pretoria General Hospital. 
Note Albert’s signature. Document received from Sharon Warr. 

 

This would imply that Jackie “simply” died here, like one neighbour, Harry Cuthill, claimed in 1950. 
Since the property was known as the “Cheshire Farm”, Jackie would then have been buried in the 
garden of the one-storage house on plot No 33 (# 850, or # 830). While the overall layout of the 
urban neighbourhood did not alter that much, today Jackie’s burial place would still be at the corner 
of Terblanche Street and 33rd Avenue. However, it is quite unimaginable that Jackie’s grave can 
ever be found here. Most likely it has been permanently disturbed when plot No 33 being was divided 
over three separate parcels, the soil denatured, through digging for groundworks, and obviously 
houses were built and rebuilt. New residents or building contractors would probably have discarded 
the remains of an unidentified, doglike animal.  
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Or was the “Cheshire Farm” not the place where Jackie died – nor was buried? The simplest thing 
to do would be to omit Brink’s editorial note, and Heymann’s contribution too, about Albert being a 
SAR & H tinsmith, farming near Premier Mine, before and after the war. But that would be quite 
similar to ignoring Woodsend’s full narratives, something other authors already did. Despite adding 
Brink and Heymann to Jackie’s story may seriously complicate things, it deals with certain 
discrepancies like “being a farmer” at Villieria # 850.  

 
Figure 84. Premier Mine is located at the top right corner of the red curved triangle (yellow star). © 
Google Maps. 

 

It is beyond the aim of this paper to focus on Premier Mine’s full history (which is available at the 
Cullinan Heritage Society),135 but it is interesting to highlight some feats and to consider where Albert 
and Jackie might have been fitting in, at a small-holding between Elandsfontein, Franspoort and 
Pienaars. Premier Mine, 38 km northwest from Pretoria, started digging in 1902 and had its real, 
first mine management in 1903.136 Thomas Major Cullinan had 100 “white men” working for him, 
almost all of them were Anglo-Boer War Veterans. The number of workers had rapidly risen to 2,000 
in 1904, and in 1907 “Cullinan village” inaugurated its own railway station. Albert would have been 
18-19 then, a good age to start at one of the steam gears and getting experienced with the light 
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railways of the mine, or with the small-track railways of the SAR & H. Like most, he would have 
combined his daytime job with farming at a small-holding, that might as well have been right at the 
edge of the open pit. Interestingly, Magaliesberg is the western border of the mining area, and that 
is exactly where Albert found the infant baboon.   

A possibility that must be taken into account is that Albert might have learned the trade of tinsmith 
during his army time, more specifically during Jackie’s stay at the SAMH at Richmond, or at the 
coastal Base Hospital. IWM movie 128, 4th reel, shows life at the SAMH; men in “hospital blues” 
caressing and playing with hospital pets (among them an adult male deer), convalescing men 
working in ateliers, and a close-up of a list captioned “learn a trade for permanent and profitable 
employment in civil life”. One of the trades that could be learned at the SAMH was the trade of 
tinsmith.137 So maybe, Albert was indeed “just” a farmer who then learned a trade in Richmond. And 
once a Veteran returning to Pretoria, he joined the SAR & H just like his father had done decades 
before. 

 

Figure 85. Convalescing men were offered the possibility to “learn a trade” during their stay in the 
South African Military Hospital in Richmond Park (London), tinsmith was one of the options. © IWM 
128 Film, 4th reel, “South African Forces at the Western Front” 

 

Another interesting fact is that in 1909 the Cullinan Recreation Club went up in flames after a 
lightning strike had burnt it to the ground. With so many authors repeating Digby’s narrative of the 
burning farm struck by lightning; the wooden buildings in the highveld here indeed burned down due 
to lightning strikes.  

In 1914 the mine was paralyzed by a revolt and consequently 381 of the “white European workers” 
were dismissed. World War One started in August 1914, the diamond trade plumbed and Premier 
Mine closed. Like Albert, many of the now-unemployed workers, went to the Western Front. They 
were indeed “many”, because 41 of them never returned to Cullinan, they were KiA or died of 
wounds. January 1916, the mine reopened, so when Brink wrote that Marr worked here after the 
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war too, he might indeed have returned here together with other World War One Veterans, a club 
of MOTH members. Just like the Anglo-Boer War Veterans aforementioned.  

Alas, the Wall Street Crash resulted once more in major difficulties for the mine, in 1933 there was 
even famine at Cullinan. Workers and their families did not have to pay the rent anymore, and food 
was brought from nearby Zonderwater farms. Nevertheless, in 1939 Cullinan Village was deserted, 
the mine was then already closed for six years, only to “reboot” as late as 1945.138  

It is understandable that somewhere in the course of these events, Albert chose to leave the mine, 
his farm and even Jackie’s grave on the highveld. So yes, maybe Jackie has been buried near 
Premier Mine, in the valley of the Magaliesberg, where it all started when Albert found and adopted 
him, just like Brink and Pijper (two completely unrelated sources) wrote. If so, for the time being we 
do not have the slightest clue where Marr’s farmland could have been located. Maps of the 1890s-
1920s do not yield any indication or suggestion. Whether Albert combined farming with his daytime 
job of a SAR & H tinsmith, at the Cullinan mine, at the gears or at the railway, is pure speculation. 
But in honouring Brink and Heymann’s contributions to Jackie’s life story, certainly worth telling.  

 

 
Figure 86. Light railway tracks at Premier mine, gears in the rear. © John Lincoln, Cullinan Heritage 
Society. 

 

Regrettably, it seems like that Albert left no narrative on his life with this exceptional animal. Other 
animals followed him though. When he was “pensioned off”, he owned a Siamese cat, and a Fox 
Terrier, the latter a reminder of the one Jackie was sitting next to, decades ago, when the picture 
with Harvey in France was taken.      
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• Conclusion 

 

By the end of the war, the South Africans had lost 6,600 “all ranks” in Europe.139 A heavy cost it 
was, without mentioning the men who returned home with cut limbs, or lost sight, or without the 
resilience to cope with it all. The men who sacrificed so much were so many and only the names of 
those whose path to glory ended in the grave or in vanishing, are chiselled in stone or etched in 
bronze, for eternity.140 Despite the notion of a regimental headstone (by Professor Pijper), it is a 
mystery where Jackie has been buried, and whether he was a she, the gender purposedly concealed 
or a case of hermaphroditism.  

 
Figure 87. Albert and Jackie © “Getekend door de Oorlog. Jackie”, Manteau.be. 
 

Because Woodsend has not emerged yet from any of the more than 400 war diaries screened, or 
from any military related official document (with the exception of a medal card applied for in 1931), 
the premise of this paper’s research is entirely based on Woodsend’s personal notes of 1959. 
However, if the man was mistaken about where he was those days, then this paper started from 
entirely wrong fundaments and then a good reason why the man does not emerge from the war 
diaries is given. Other reasons why he did not emerge yet, would be the “quality” of the war diaries. 
A rough estimate (without having checked if this has ever been studied) is that maybe half of the 
war diaries consulted, even less, yield sufficient details to conclude that Woodsend was not part of 
the recorded unit. Many war diaries do not mention the Officers’ names within their units, or they 
skip days in the recording, and mostly lack the details required for including or excluding a particular 
Officer. Without being able to allocate Woodsend, it will be very difficult to reconstruct Jackie’s 
whereabouts those days.  
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In 1918 a place “alongside the main road behind Reninghelst” would have been northwest of 
Reningelst (the N304). Surprisingly, today an asphalted cart-track from Reningelst to Abele was – 
seen from the sky - an even wider road those days. A cabaret named “Nedergraaf” gave this latter 
road its name. A British Field Coy RE enlarged and straightened the Nedergraafstraat in March 
1916. Because angry local farmers and landowners never received any indemnification for the loss 
of acreage, in 1930 they reduced the size of this road back to the cart-track it was before.  

Giving Woodsend the credit that he indeed knew where he was those days, then he must have been 
in the area comprised between the N304 (inclusive, alongside), Hooggraaf and the Nedergraafstraat 
(inclusive, alongside). Without being able to pinpoint the man (and the Vet), he must have treated 
Jackie in the area where units of the 33rd and 19th Division were positioned, and the 9th Division 
HQ. In other words, the DAC of the 33rd Division; the DAC, 59th FA, 94th, the 9th Royal Welsh and 
82nd Field Coy RE of the 19th Division; and the DAC, HQ, or the ASC 104 Coy of the 9th Division. 
All these units had in common that they had Vets attached, the prerogative to match with 
Woodsend’s narrative. And some of these, like the RFA Brigade and attached DAC, also comply 
with “our Brigade’s HQ”. 

According to local oral tradition, Jackie was rushed to Ouderdom – which is on the road to 
Vlamertinghe (and Ypres), and a serious inconveniency and liability for this paper. It is in 
contradiction with Woodsend’s recollection, the first-hand witness. Assuming that there is always 
“something factual” hidden or dormant with respect to oral tradition, this would imply that Woodsend 
misunderstood where he was: on the highway to “Purgatory” instead (Vlamertinghe), down to “Hell” 
(Ypres), and not on what he believed that was the highway to “Heaven” (Poperinghe). Hence the 
importance to set as a secondary goal and to screen, in the nearby future, the northeast and east 
of Reningelst as well. The screening of “Woodsend’s area” (west to northwest) is about to be 
completely finished by now, the next phase will be the screening of the northern area up to the east.   

Woodsend felt unhappy to have no work that particular morning, which was a strange remark for a 
doctor watching the ongoing bombardments south and east from him, also in the “back areas” where 
he would have been. The 19th Divisional Field Coys (81st, 94th and 82nd) and one Infantry Battalion 
(also 19th) “rested at camp” from 18-20 April, which is another compliance with the man’s narrative. 
But the 82nd, the Welsh and the 94th were scarce with recording Officer’s names. Therefore, 
Woodsend could have been with these units, Jackie could have been treated here, but there is no 
“Eureka” sentiment because no print screen of his name could can be displayed.                  

Anyway, the absence of fact is not the fact of absence, the quest goes on.   

The main purpose of this paper is the hope that by publishing it in Nongqai, that Jackie’s story will 
reach the next of kin, like grandchildren, nephews, nieces, cousins, of L Heymann, Sergeant G 
Gillson, Wilfred Brink, Harry Cuthill, and eventually Albert Marr. Unless all has been discarded, there 
must be archival material at the MOTH’s offices of Coalbox, Mark II and Glorious Wrecks, but the 
Shellholes’ officials are not willing to contribute. A missed opportunity, for both the researcher 
continuing the quest, and for the Shellholes who probably hold the breakthrough key. According to 
SA Genealogy, ten official documents on Albert are untraceable, probably they were misfiled or 
even worse, lost. The whole batch of 1973 has been thoroughly checked, alas without any result. 
But maybe there is someone out there, a policeman, a nurse, a grandchild, a neighbour, a cousin, 
who has heard the story passing cross-generation and who has the knowledge that is missing today. 
With the hope that Jackie’s story – and the one of Albert, his dedicated owner, comes to the closure 
these two heroes truly deserve. 

This paper on Jackie the Baboon takes the opportunity to honour other monkeys as well, who just 
like Jackie, served at the theatre of man’s first modern wars. The difference among them and Jackie 
is that Digby (and numerous other authors) reiterated the same story of the same animal, while 
these other war mascots witnessed similar atrocities, followed their handlers or owners in the same 
bleak conditions and at the end no one knows what has become of them. By mentioning their name 
(if they had one), by showing their picture (if they had one), and by publishing the one or two 
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sentences that summarize their entire life – most likely rather short than outlived – we pay our 
deepest respect and tributes to them.  

Woodsend was thought to be the first surgeon to have documented a medical intervention on a 
Regimental animal. Since John McCrae did exactly the same with “Windy” the dog, a Gallipoli 
survivor of the 1st Lincolnshire Battalion, albeit three years earlier, this claim needs to be adjusted.  
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Born: Brussels, Belgium, September 19th, 1959 
 
Address: Heerbaan 32, B 1745 Mazenzele- Opwijk, BELGIUM 
 
E-mail (private): dirk.danschutter@gmail.be  
 
Married to RAES Sigillinde; 3 daughters: Aaricia, Svanhild, Yorinde 
 
Educational Background: 
 
Elementary school: School 13, Vilvoorde 
 
Lower “Humaniora”: 1971 – 1974 (3y), KA Grimbergen 
 
Higher “Humaniora”: 1974 – 1977 (3y), Science B, KA Grimbergen; first of class; “price of the 
government for endurance during studies”; “price August Vermeylen Kring”. 
 
“Maturity” exams (mandatory preamble to university study): in Biology (trisomy 21) and English 
(Orwell G) 
 
Ac year 1977- 1980 (3y): Graduated General Nurse, HRIP Brussels, ‘Magna Cum Laude’ (84%); 
first of class. (Registered by FOD Health: RN) 
 
4/1/85 – 10/31/85 (6mo): Dual type (in-service) training Pediatric Cardiology UZ University Ghent, 
Pintelaan, B 9000 Ghent, and (Erasmus University) Dijkzigt Rotterdam, Netherlands 
 
1987 (48H): Certified Medical Imagery Technician AZ-VUBrussels (Omeral VUB) 
 
1986 – 1991: (Pediatric) Cardiac Echographist for the National Foundation of Scientific Research 
at UZ Ghent (NFWO), echographic screening of new-borns (Pulmonary veins M-, B-mode Echo & 
(Color) Dopplermode study) 
 
Ac years 1985 – 1986 continuously (equiv. of 3 years of “distance learning”, and with central jury 
examination): Animal Care Technician (specialization small domestic animals), Leiden, 
Netherlands; ‘Summa Cum Laude’ (9/10). 
 
1997: registered Graduated Nurse in Intensive and Emergency Care, Registered by FOD Health: 
CCRN 
 
Ac year 1998 (1y): Graduated Nurse in Pediatric Intensive and Emergency Care, 
HUDERF/HEFF - ULBruxelles, Van Gehuchtenplein, B 1020 Bruxelles. 180 Hrs. ‘Cum Laude’. 
 
May/99 – July/99: Pediatric Emergencies Training for ER nurses, AZ-VUB 
2000: Registered as APLS Nurse Provider (ERC-BRC) (81%) 
 
2002: European Basic and Advanced Paediatric Life Support (EPLS): Registered instructor (ERC-
BRC) 
 
Ac year 1999 – 2001 (2y): Certified Clinical Perfusionist, Gasthuisberg, KULeuven – 
Gasthuisberg; ‘Cum Laude’ (79.6%), second of class. 
 
Ac year 2004-2006 (2y): Master of Science in Nursing and Midwifery (120 ECTS), VUB; ‘Magna 
Cum Laude’ (84.3%), first of class, “price of the Dean & felicitations of the Jury”. 
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2006-2020 (retired MIL): MIL instructor in Paediatric Lifesaving Courses, Belgian Defence, MHKA 
 
Ac year 2010 (1 y): (“Manama”) Master of Science in Disaster Medicine; Thesis (Integer Linear 
Programming in Logistic Engineering, based on the Utility Theory) withheld for the NVAO Visitation 
Committee (2012).  
 
Sept 2012: ALS Registered PHPLS instructor (Pre-Hospital Paediatric Life Support – Manchester 
Group)    
 
2006-2015: MIL advisor in Nursing Officer Career for Academic Nurses, Belgian Defence, MHKA,  
 
2018- ongoing: instructor Police Specialized Forces (BAB, QRF & K9) 
 
2014-2017: Doctoral Student Medical Sciences VUB  
 
Languages:  
 
Dutch (Flemish): maternal language 
French: very good (main communication at work) 
English: good mastery 
German: good mastery 
Spanish (Castilian): mastery (2 years CVO-Meise) 
Greek (Modern): basic knowledge (3 years CVO-Wolvertem-Jette)  
 
Career: 
 
8/10/80: 1.0 (FTE) bedside nurse at AZ-Free University Brussels, NICU, Laarbeeklaan 101, B 1090 
Brussels. Hospital is now called the UZ Brussels. 
 
1986 – 1991: 0.5 Equiv AZ-VU Brussel Assistant-Chief Nurse Paediatric Ambulatory & Polyclinical 
Care + 0.5 Equiv UZ Ghent Paediatric Cardio-Echographist (FWO Research Program) 
 
1991 - 2009: 1.0 Chief Nurse PICU UZ Brussels, from 2009 0.8 FTE (“tijdskrediet”) 
 
Assistant to the Professor (0.3 Equiv AAP): 2006-2009. Faculty of Medicine VUBrussels (GF KRIT); 
in-service and training lector 3rd Bachelor Medicine. Training period coordinator Students MSc 
Nursing & Midwifery, Faculty of Medicine VUBrussels (GF KRIT) 
 
Faculty of Disaster Medicine (European Master Disaster Medicine): tutor, lecturer, visiting scientist. 
Tutor of the Courses on:  
Logistic Engineering,  
Veterinary Aspects of Disaster,  
Safety, Security and Protection of Response Personnel,  
Roles of Nurses and Midwives during Disaster. (0.1 Equiv AAP)  
 
GF KRIT, Skillslab practice trainer (0.1 Equiv AAP):   
 
Teaching:  
 
Intensive Care nurse-students (2nd level BN, 4th year),  
Emergency Dept nurse-students (2nd level BN, 4th year),  
BN students (3rd year) at the Schools for Nurses of Lier (KHO);  
BN students (3rd year) at the Schools for Nurses of Diepenbeek;  
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BN students (3rd year) at the Schools for Nurses of KaHo Aalst  
BN students (3rd & 4th year) at the Schools for Nurses of Brussels (Erasmus and KHO) from 1991 
till present.  
BN students (4th year) at the Schools for Nurses of Genk (UCLL) from 2018 till present.  
Courses, Ppts and Syllabi available on request.  
From 2012-2019: 2nd level BN, 4th year: Thomas More Campus Mechelen & Turnhout and VIVES 
Bruges 
 
MD (Paediatrician) Teaching:  
CPR,  
IV-techniques,  
(P)BLS, APLS,  
conventional mechanical & transport ventilation,  
critical care transport of children,  
pacemaker therapy,  
monophasic defibrillation & AED,  
oxygen therapy and intubation, active humidification 
 
Fire Brigade Paramedics Trainer/Examinator (FIBRU): PBLS & APLS, transport of children  
Army Paramedics Trainer/Examinator (CMO16, MHKA) till present. Advisor for Officer’s career 
Nurses (APN-level)  
March 2014: appointed as Nurse Expert at FOD Health 
Veterinary Technician 2010-2018: 3 to 4 rotations/year for the duration of 4 consecutive days in 
Spanish Stray Dog Clinic (Toledo, 75-100 dogs/rotation):  
anaesthesia,  
dental care,  
identifying & micro-chipping,  
emergency and IC care,  
assistance to the vet surgeon,  
wound care,  
tattooing earmark 
Combat paramedic National Reserve Army (EMI 1 HM Soest, Destelbergen, MHKA) 
OpsA Certified trained reservist.  
Courses on APLS, PHPLS, PCCT and Paediatric TCCC (2010 -> ongoing).  
B-FAST, USAR & BVK:  activated missions:  
Mission Role 2 Banda Aceh (Tsunami 2004);  
Mission Role 1 Pakistan Directed Kashmir (Earthquake 2005);  
Mission (stand off by Egypt Gov Dec) El Arish Egypt (Israeli-Gaza war 2009);  
Mission, Head of mission Port-au-Prince, Haiti (EQ 2010).  
Organized missions, stand off by Belgian Gov Dec: Houston Dome (2005); Spain (forest fires 2006). 
Organized mission, activated: Romania (2006) 
 
Trainer (Mother & Child DMAT-module B-FAST training week-ends), Mgt of Dead Bodies and Post-
Mortem Disaster Scene (USAR)  
 
Incident Commander Full Scale simulations: Borgomanero (It, 2011) double suicide bombing (150 
casualties) 
 
Incident Commander Table top simulations: Airplane crash (It, CDA, 2011) 300 casualties 
 
Installed the Clinical Skill & Simulation Centre of the VUB (May 2011-> today, ongoing, site EhB):  
 
Prehospital site with 1 Advanced Life Support Ambulance,  
1 Fast Intervention Vehicle,  
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1 ER and (P)ICU room,  
1 operating theatre.  
Diagnosed and repaired all flaws in AVS and Laerdal configuration.  
 
10 + 40% appoint. to VUB Skills & Simulation Centre  
 
Founding Father of the Villa Samson project (open nov 2017). 
 
Publications - International:  
([PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE], CINAHL, miscellaneous cited): 
Venous thrombotic events in children: a challenge for paediatric critical care nurses. Moloney-
Harmon PA, Danschutter D. AACN Adv Crit Care. 2010 Jul-Sep;21(3):243-6. Review. No abstract 
available. PMID: 20683223 [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE] 
Development of a nursing practice-based competency model for the Flemish master of nursing and 
obstetrics degree. De Clercq G, Goelen G, Danschutter D, Vermeulen J, Huyghens L. Nurse Educ 
Today. 2011 Jan;31(1):48-53. Epub 2010 Apr 18. PMID: 20399547 [PubMed - indexed for 
MEDLINE]  
Monitoring the safety of antiepileptic medication in a child with Brugada syndrome. Van Gorp V, 
Danschutter D, Huyghens L, Hachimi-Idrissi S, Sarkozy A, Chierchia GB, Henkens S, Brugada P. 
Int J Cardiol. 2009 Feb 6 (Epub ahead of print). [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE]  
Neurally Adjusted Ventilatory Assist. Danschutter D. 2008; World Federation of Pediatric Intensive 
and Critical Care Societies; WFPICCS Newsletter; November 1, 2008/Volume 1/Number 2 
Di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate and deep venous thrombosis in children: a clinical and experimental 
analysis. D. Danschutter, F. Braet, E. Van Gyseghem, S. Hachimi-Idrissi, B. Van Bruwaene, 
Moloney-Harmon, L. Huyghens. American Academy of Pediatrics, 2007;119;742-753; Feb 26, 2007 
[PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE] 
Earthquake in Pakistan controlled Kashmir: an emic testimony on the disaster response._ 
Danschutter D, Rahimi H (Connect: World Critical Care Nursing, issue 5.1, 2006, [indexed for 
CINAHL) 
‘Tsunami:’’response to disaster’: Danschutter D. ESPNIC itl congress 16/9: abstract in ESPNIC 
2005 abstractbook 
‘Response to disaster’: Danschutter D. EfCCNa itl congress 10/9 Amsterdam, the Netherlands: 
abstract in EfCCNa itl congress abstractbook 2005 
‘the MOUNSTER’: Danschutter D. EfCCNa itl congress 11/9 Amsterdam, the Netherlands: abstract 
in EfCCNa itl congress abstractbook 2005  
‘Tsunami: response to disaster’: Danschutter D. published by Elsevier Science in Critical Care 
Nursing Clinics of North America; 2005 Dec;17(4):481-94., December issue. [PubMed - indexed for 
MEDLINE] 
A Redesigned Ambulance Trolley as a Mobile Pediatric Intensive Care Unit for Interhospital 
Transport. Danschutter, Dirk R. G.; Ramet, Jose. Pediatric Critical Care Medicine; September 2004 
- Volume 5 - Issue 5 - p 511 
The MOuntable UNit STretcher Extension Rack (MOUNSTER©). Danschutter D (congressbook 
AA Pediatrics transport conference October 2004, San Fransisco, USA) 
The MOuntable UNit STretcher Extension Rack (MOUNSTER©). Danschutter D (congressbook it’l 
Conference on paediatric critical care conference November 2004, Montréal, Canada) 
Maintaining 37°C in inspired gasses via reciprocating heated water embedded percussive flow 
(RHWEPF) during high frequency percussive ventilation (HFPV). Danschutter D. Publication in 
Congress book. 6th European conference on paediatric and neonatal ventilation. Ovifat (Belgium), 
October 10-12, 2002 
Paediatric intensive care transport in Europe. Danschutter D. Congress book (abstract). 1st 
conference of the European federation of critical care nursing associations, 26th-27th may 2002, 
Paris, France. 
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‘Paediatric critical care transport in 15 European countries: an investigation; Danschutter D. May 
2001, National conference on paediatric and neonatal critical care transport, congress book, 
Clearwater, FLA, USA. 
'Issues in transport ventilation'; Danschutter D. May 2001, National conference on paediatric and 
neonatal critical care transport, congress book, Clearwater, FLA, USA. 
‘The Swan-Ganz catheter: a critical review’, Danschutter D. dec. 2000, World Federation of 
Paediatric Intensive Care Newsletter. [indexed for CINAHL) 
Management of congenital epidermolysis bullosa. De Raeve L, Ramet J, Danschutter D, 
Rosseeuw. Ann Dermatol Venereol. 1998 Oct; 125(10):743-7. Medline cited. 
‘Economic and behavioural implications of once-daily administration of antibiotics on intensive care 
unit’. Ramet J, Danschutter D. Int Care Med, 22, suppl 3, 1996 
‘Prognostic factors in meningococcal infection: predictors of mortality.’ Ramet J, Danschutter D. Int 
Care Med, 22. Suppl 2. 1996 
Conducted currents during defibrillation as possible injury to health care personnel. Danschutter D, 
Goris J, Ramet J. Resuscitation;31; June 1996; 5-5(1) at http://www.ingentaconnect.com 
 
Publications – National:  
(the Netherlands & Belgian journals) 
 
8 - juni 2015 Verpleegkunde in een pluralistisch perspectief. ... Digitale nieuwskrant van de 
Federale Neutrale Beroepsvereniging voor Verpleegkundigen - Dirk Danschutter, 
verpleegkunde over de grenzen heen 
Vanaf 2016, quasi alle publicaties in kader van Villa Samson: WOEF, veterinaire vaktijdschriften 
(Vlaamse en Waalse Ver.), Libelle… Een paar voorbeelden: 
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http://www.nosoinfo.be/nosoinfos/infectiepreventie-in-villa-samson/?lang=nl 
https://www.hln.be/tag/villa-samson 
https://www.knack.be/nieuws/gezondheid/huisdieren-welkom-in-villa-samson-van-uz-brussel-voor-
veel-mensen-is-hun-huisdier-ook-familie/video-normal-944051.html?cookie_check=1568884327 
https://bx1.be/news/villa-samson-patients-de-luz-brussel-trouve-reconfort-aupres-de-animal-
domestique/ 
https://www.actualcare.be/nl/nl-cure/nl-cure-patienten/miele-villa-samson/ 
https://www.bruzz.be/en/videoreeks/bruzz-24-2017-11-16/video-pets-welcome-villa-samson-uz-
brussel 
https://www.vub.be/events/2015/dieren-genezings-aanvaardingsproces-villa-samson 
Lezingen voor PASAR, OKRA, Markant: https://www.randkrant.be/artikel/villa-samson 
Belgische hulpverleners trekken naar rampgebieden. Dirk Danschutter. Hospitals.be. 2008, Vol 6 nr 
3; 36-46  
De “Advanced Practice Nurse” en de “Physician Assistant”, een conceptueel raamwerk. Van 
Genechten N., Van Aken P., Danschutter D., Segers N., Versluys K., Demeyere F., Vandersmissen, 
J. en Holtzer L. Tijdschrift voor verpleegkundig leidinggevenden in de gezondheidszorg. VBVK. 
november-december 2008 
‘Editorial ‘Agenda Pediatrie’ 2005 December nr 
‘Cardiopulmonaire resuscitatie bij kinderen & zuigelingen’; de Agenda pediatrie (Roularta Medica) 
– november 2003; 21-29 
(Int) ‘Historiek van de interactieve training’ – de Agenda pediatrie (Roularta Medica) – Nr november 
2003;  
(Int) ‘Life sessions’ – BLS infant, BLS child – FBO infant – FBO child – cervical in-line stabilisation 
– the trauma child; DVD in 3000 exempl; Roularta Medica, L’Agenda pediatrie in assoc. with 
Leofunvideo productions & VTV pressing; Nl, Fr & English version. 
(Nat) ‘abdominaal trauma bij kinderen’: congresboek VVIZV tgv congres VVIZV ‘abdominaal zo 
speciaal’; 14 november 2003 
Co-author book: 'Cours de Réanimation avancée néonatale & pédiatrique'. Ed. ChildMediMedia 
Bruxelles ref. D2001/9418/1 

https://www.nieuwsblad.be/cnt/dmf20171116_03189735
http://www.nosoinfo.be/nosoinfos/infectiepreventie-in-villa-samson/?lang=nl
https://www.hln.be/tag/villa-samson
https://www.knack.be/nieuws/gezondheid/huisdieren-welkom-in-villa-samson-van-uz-brussel-voor-veel-mensen-is-hun-huisdier-ook-familie/video-normal-944051.html?cookie_check=1568884327
https://www.knack.be/nieuws/gezondheid/huisdieren-welkom-in-villa-samson-van-uz-brussel-voor-veel-mensen-is-hun-huisdier-ook-familie/video-normal-944051.html?cookie_check=1568884327
https://bx1.be/news/villa-samson-patients-de-luz-brussel-trouve-reconfort-aupres-de-animal-domestique/
https://bx1.be/news/villa-samson-patients-de-luz-brussel-trouve-reconfort-aupres-de-animal-domestique/
https://www.actualcare.be/nl/nl-cure/nl-cure-patienten/miele-villa-samson/
https://www.bruzz.be/en/videoreeks/bruzz-24-2017-11-16/video-pets-welcome-villa-samson-uz-brussel
https://www.bruzz.be/en/videoreeks/bruzz-24-2017-11-16/video-pets-welcome-villa-samson-uz-brussel
https://www.vub.be/events/2015/dieren-genezings-aanvaardingsproces-villa-samson
https://www.randkrant.be/artikel/villa-samson
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‘Het normale kinderelectrocardiogram’. Kritiek nr 1, jaargang 9. 1991 
‘ Aritmiën in de kindercardiologie, deel 1’. Kritiek nr 2, jaargang 9. 1991 
‘ Aritmiën in de kindercardiologie, deel 2’. Kritiek nr 3, jaargang 9. 1991 
‘ Aritmiën in de kindercardiologie, deel 3’. Kritiek nr 4, jaargang 9. 1991 
‘ Aritmiën in de kindercardiologie: ventriculaire geleidingsstoornissen, deel 4’. Kritiek nr 5, jaargang 
9. 1991 
‘ Aritmiën in de kindercardiologie, deel 5: aberrante geleidingswegen en re-entry fenomeen’. Kritiek 
nr 2, jaargang 10. 1992 
‘Digitalis intoxicatie en FAB-therapie bij kinderen.’ Kritiek nr 5, jaargang 10. 1992 
‘Verdrinking en bijna-verdrinking, deel 1’. Kritiek nr 1, jaargang 11. 1993 
‘Verdrinking en bijna-verdrinking, deel 2: management, scores en prognose’. Kritiek nr 2, jaargang 
11. 1993 
 
Lectures Internationally: 
NVKK 2014: De Nurse Practitioner: opent Defensie de weg naar autonome verpleegkunde? 
NVKVV 2013: Children in humanitarian Conflicts (Defence) 
Novara, UPO Faculty, MSF, theory of values as tool for logistic engineering, Dec 2013. 
Novara, UPO Faculty, EMDM, theory of values as tool for logistic engineering, May 2013. 
Novara, UPO Faculty, MSF, theory of values as tool for logistic engineering, May 2012 . 
‘Integer Programming as a logistical decision aid’. EMDM, KOS, 2011. 
‘Inline pressure measurement during intravenous therapy’. Paris SFAR 2009, 24/9 
‘Earthquakes and Tsunamis: learning for the next disasters’. 5th World Congress on Pediatric 
Critical Care. Geneva, Switzerland. JUNE 24-28, 2007, World Federation of Pediatric Intensive and 
Critical Care Societies (WFPICCS) 
‘Small volume, big concern’. 5th World Congress on Pediatric Critical Care. Geneva, Switzerland. 
JUNE 24-28, 2007, World Federation of Pediatric Intensive and Critical Care Societies (WFPICCS) 
‘Tsunami:’ ’response to disaster’: Verpleegkundig IC congres Heerlen, NL (LVIZ); 2006 
‘Tsunami:’ ’response to disaster’: ESPNIC itl congress 2005, 16/9 
‘DVT and the possible relation with IV-therapy’: ESPNIC itl congress 2005, 17/9 
‘Response to disaster’: EfCCNa it’l congress 2005, 10/9 Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
‘the MOUNSTER’: EfCCNa it’l congress 2005, 11/9 Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
'‘Pediatric critical care transport in 15 European countries: an investigation’, USA, FLA, Clearwater. 
National conference on paediatric and neonatal critical care transport. 8/5/2001.  
'Issues in transport ventilation'. USA, FLA, Clearwater. National conference on paediatric and 
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